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Reading Jeju Island by Keywords
Author Kang-hyeon Ju (Chair Professor, Jeju National University)

Jeju is a volcanic island found on the sea off the southern coast of South Korea. This island, whose history dates back to the ancient times
when it was known as Tamna, boasts paradisiacal landscapes completed by mountains and beaches. The island is famous for its distinct
culture and tradition, but its tumultuous modern history of uprisings and violent oppression should be made better known. Today, we
need to understand Jeju not as a remote offshoot of mainland Korea’s culture and society, but as a new frontier with dynamic potentials
facing the vast open sea. If we adopt a maritime, rather than a land-based, perspective on history, and understand the history of East
Asia as unfolding not among Beijing, Seoul, and Tokyo, but among Taiwan, Jeju and Okinawa, we will get a completely different picture
of history. In addition to this shift to a maritime-centered historical perspective, we need also to adopt a consilience-oriented view of the
island’s history as a whole—that is, as encompassing not only the records of human activities, but also its natural environment, mythical
origins, ecological richness, folk customs, and resources for tourism. Jeju Island epitomizes the height of a consilient cycle, in which nature
creates history and history creates legends. Here are a few keywords you should keep in mind in trying to understand Jeju from a maritime
perspective.
An island of volcanic activity: To get to know Jeju, you need first
to understand the historic continuity of the geological activity in
the sea of Jeju. Understanding Jeju starts from an archaeological
perspective on how the geology of the island and the surrounding
sea has changed over an inestimable stretch of time dating back to
the glacial and interglacial periods. The history of Jeju was borne
of the sea and the Ring of Fire. (Jeju may be slightly off the ring,
but its geology and natural environment is still part of it.) But few
ever seem to take note of the fact that Jeju is a volcanic island, as
the conspicuous absence of volcano museums on the island attests.
An island of wind: Wind sweeping across Jeju Island was what fuelled the networks among human civilizations to extend and prosper. It is impossible to understand Jeju without first understanding
the enormous impact of routine, special, and constant wind on life
on the island. While there is an increasing body of research on
Yeongdeung, the grandmotherly divinity associated with wind on
Jeju, few studies attempt the perspective of comparative cultural
studies, connecting Yeongdeung to China’s Mazu or Micronesia’s
god of wind.
An island of rocks: Life starts from rocks and return to rocks on
Jeju Island. The works of local stonemasons add distinctive flavor
and style to local landscapes. We should not let mainland and
Western researchers monopolize the research on the aesthetics of
Jeju’s stone culture. We locals need to develop our own perspective
and theory on the culture of rocks and stonemasonry in Jeju.
An island of women: Gender-conscious critics have recently begun
to criticize the stereotypical portraiture of Jeju women as strong.
Yet few could actually deny that women on this island are, indeed,
strong. What about women on other islands? Matriarchy exerts decisive influence on societies throughout the Pacific. Women have
long been in the ruling position on islands. Why should Jeju be
ruled out from this gender history of world islands?

An island of haenyeo: The loss of one haenyeo, a woman who
dives for living, is akin to the loss of one museum in terms of impact on knowledge. Haenyeo on Jeju Island are all living museums
unto themselves. A great number of studies have been done on
these women diverse from the ethnographic and literary perspectives. The women divers of Jeju deserve attention and recognition
as part of the UNESCO’s intangible cultural heritage list.
An island of drifting: Drifting is an outcome of the conspiracy between coincidence and fate, or humankind’s progressing navigational
technology and the still daunting law of nature. Jeju has historically
attracted drifters from all over the world. Think about the turn of
events Hamel’s drifting onto Jeju has inspired in Korean history, or
Jeju islanders’ drifting onto Vietnam, Okinawa, and Taiwan.
An island of embargo and exile: Residents of Jeju were historically
forbidden for centuries to leave their island and travel to mainland
Korea. This policy of forced isolation and embargo turned the entire island into an exile and a prison. Numerous historic personages
were banished from the center of Korean politics to Jeju, including
“Chusa” Kim Jeong-hee the master cartographer. It was the fate of
distant islands like Jeju.
An island of shepherding: Mongolians, with their expertise on
shepherding, were indispensable part of the history of Jeju. Few
today remember that the great Empire of Mongolia extended over
the seas as much as over land. The Yuan Dynasty of China designated Jeju as its offshore territory. The tradition of tewoori on the
island reflects the history of the Yuan using Jeju as a massive and
idyllic shepherding ranch.
An island of gods: Korean kids today are obsessed with the genealogy and stories of the Aegean gods of Mount Olympus. That
they are almost completely ignorant of the even more exciting
mythology of the gods and bonhyangdang shrines of Jeju attests
to the ongoing toadyism in Koreans’ self-perception. Jeju’s gods
are essential part of the island’s geography and history.

The History of Jeju Island and Maritime Culture

Jeju: a Major Base in the Maritime Civilization of East Asia
Author Chan-shik Park (Director of the Jeju Studies Research Center, Jeju Development Institute)

Haenyeo on their way to diving ⓒ Jae-cheol Seo

A hub of trade and communications with the surrounding
societies
The mainstream history of the Korean Peninsula and its position in civilizational exchange has typically emphasized the
one-way routes of exchange with Northern cultures only so far.
Yet the ancient civilization in this region grew not only by the
on-land routes extending northward, but also by the maritime
routes extending southward. The history of Tamna, the old
name by which Jeju used to be known, coincides with the rich
history of commerce and exchange with southern societies.
Jeju Island has long been a hub where diverse cultures met and

mingled, due to its geographic position as a bridge to mainland
Asia and also its ecological conditions. Jeju may have seemed
like a backward island to mainlanders, but it was in fact an important center of exchange and cultural communications
among surrounding societies.
There are multiple extant pieces of evidence attesting to the
status of Jeju as a historic gateway of maritime culture. These
include the artifacts of the early Neolithic Era, dating back
some 10,000 years, found in the area of Gosan-ri; the mythology with prehistoric origins that reflects the influence of the
Seobok culture; and the legendary account of the dawn of the
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Tamna civilization, which begins with the arrival of three
princesses from Byeoknangguk (current-day Wando region off
the southern coast of Korea) who brought with them the agricultural and nomadic cultures.
The Kingdom of Tamna, before it became known as Jeju, was
an autonomous island nation that traded with the kingdoms on
the Korean Peninsula, China, and Japan as equal diplomatic
partners. Back then, Jeju was not just an isolated and remote
island in the middle of nowhere, but a thriving hub of maritime
exchange and trade across Northeast Asia. Already toward the
end of the third century CE, Chen Shou, a scholar of the Qin
Dynasty, wrote about Tamna doing trade with the Three Han
States of China in his Records of the Three Kingdoms. Chinese
currencies originating from the first century CE were excavated near the Sanjihang Port of Jeju in 1928. The ancient
Tamna Kingdom, in other words, was active part of maritime
trade in this region. By the late fifth century, Tamna had already begun to trade with Baekje, Goguryeo, Silla, the Tang
Dynasty, and even Japan.
Tamna reached its prime in the sixth and seventh centuries. As
Baekje, one of the three kingdoms on mainland Korea, fell in
660 CE, Tamna regained freedom from Baekje’s interference
and was able to implement its own foreign policy. In 661 and
665 CE, the king of Tamna dispatched special envoys to the
Tang Dynasty. The Tamna envoys attended the Tang celebration for heavens at Mount Taishan in equal standing with their
counterparts from Silla and Japan. In other words, the Tang
Dynasty treated Tamna like any other of its tribute-paying
neighbors. Through its policy of active exchange and commerce with outside societies, Tamna evolved into a maritime
stronghold, with a burgeoning political and social elite in
charge of managing such trade and foreign relations. The people of Tamna navigated the boats they made themselves to visit
other regions. They sold horses, abalones, and other prized
goods of Jeju in exchange for food and various tools. The people of Tamna were skilled shipbuilders who expertly handled
the abundance of trees found on their island. They were even
better seafarers. An extant record on the history of Goryeo recounts the two big ships that Tamna gave as gifts to Goryeo in
August 1012 CE, in the third year of King Hyeonjong’s reign.

Goryeo Period: Loss of independence, loss of status and respect
The Tamna Kingdom, which lasted even longer than Silla that
united the three kingdoms on mainland Korea, lost its independent status when the Goryeo Dynasty came in power, replacing Silla. In 1105 CE, Tamna becomes a mere province of
Goryeo. It was under King Gojong’s reign (1213-1259) that
Tamna lost its proud name and became Jeju (濟州), a new
name that denoted being a mere “region” of a state.
After subjugating Tamna, Goryeo demanded immense
amounts of tributes from locals to the central royal court. The
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islanders waged frequent riots and revolts against the central
government’s extortion. When Sambyeolcho, the Goryeo
king’s special army, entered Jeju to resist the Mongolians and
the appeasement-oriented central government, the islanders
united with Sambyeolcho to wage battles against the Goryeo
court and the Yuan Dynasty.
After Sambyeolcho was defeated, Jeju was placed under the
Yuan Dynasty’s direct colonial rule for decades. Mongolians
created a number of horse ranches throughout Jeju. The Mongolians properly recognized the economic potential of Jeju that
Goryeo failed to notice. They turned Jeju into a forward base
for maritime expansion, preparing the conquest of Japan from
the island. The Mongolians built as many as 30,000 ships on
the shores of Jeju, and even built a major war vessel maintenance station on the island.
This new perception of their island as a central bridge for an
empire’s maritime expansion must have left a deep imprint on
the mindset of the islanders. Jeju residents may have failed to
form an equal partnership with the Yuan Dynasty, but they
came to view the entire Pacific Ocean, bordered by the Mongolians, the Japanese, and the Korean Peninsula, as an arena
upon which they could unfold their ambitions. The Joseon Dynasty that came to replace Goryeo established an unprecedentedly powerful and centralized administrative system, and
regarded Jeju as a mere backward outpost. During the Joseon
period, Jeju was a town of horses and not famous scholars.
Moreover, it was an exile no one wanted to go unless forced.
The islanders had only minimal and superficial contact with
mainlanders.
Nevertheless, the islanders freely crossed the sea in the early
days of Joseon. The pojak fishers, who escaped Jeju, used ships
and boats as their homes and traveled for extended periods of
time on water, according to the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty.
They even formed their own villages along the southern coast
of the Korean Peninsula. Historical records refer to them as
dudokyaji or dumuak. The 46 ships that led the other war vessels during Admiral Lee Sun-shin’s Okpo Battle, the first of
Joseon’s victories against the Japanese invaders, were pojak
ships built by Jeju islanders, originally for the purpose of trading dried seafood.
By the late Joseon period, the Joseon court forced Jeju to go
into and remain in isolation. The embargo against islanders
leaving the island, first effectuated in the 17th century under
King Injo, remained in place for two centuries until the early
19th century, coercing the islanders to lead an isolated and forgotten existence. The islanders nonetheless resisted this state
violence by bravely resuming trade with other countries in the
18th century, which led to a brief revival of manufacturing and
commerce in Jeju. Kim Man-deok, a woman born and raised
in Jeju, capitalized upon this revival of trade to amass a sizable
fortune. Kim saved the entire island during the massive draught
of 1794, by using her own ships to transport rice from main-

land Korea and distributing the rice to the famished islanders.

The march of modernity and struggles to adapt
In the late 19th century, Jeju was struggling to join the rest of
the world in its transition to modernity. Since Korea opened
its treaty ports to the outside world in 1876, Jeju was effectively incorporated, along with the rest of Korea, into the capitalist world order. Japanese fishers penetrated Jeju’s fishing
territories and coastal villages. Catholic priests landed on Jeju
to disseminate Western religious teachings and culture. The
opening of the ports and the modernization policy opened up
new opportunities for Jeju. It was no longer an embargoed island of exile on the periphery of the Joseon Dynasty, but an
active part of world capitalism where capital and civilization
easily crossed boundaries. The islanders met the greater world.
Increased interaction with the outside world transformed transportation and industries. The new modes of transportation enabled Jeju islanders to leave the island for mainland Korea,
Japan, and elsewhere in search for jobs. The women divers of
Jeju, haenyeo, were allowed to leave the island by marriage in
the late 1880s. Even after migrating to mainland areas, however, they continued to dive, boasting their tradition and skills
as maritime nomads.
Even during the colonial period when extortions and violent
resistance reached their peaks, the society of Jeju was bustling
with new energy and demand for internal transformation. The

island’s population had begun to increase rapidly, while an
equally impressive number of islanders left their hometown
for factories in Osaka. A growing number of haenyeo also left
Jeju by marrying men in the southern and eastern coasts of
Korea and the coastal towns of Japan. Their horizon of life was
no longer confined to the island. They actively embraced opportunities to pioneer new paths of life in the outside world.
Jeju underwent massive transformations beginning in the mid20th century after Korea regained liberty from Japanese occupation. The advancement of the aircraft and shipbuilding
technologies dramatically increased the number of tourists visiting the island for its exotic culture and natural landscapes.
Lacking resources for economic development, the island government and residents welcomed tourism as key to their newfound future prosperity. Sustainable development, a concept
that encompasses the quality of life for locals, tourist management, and environmental protection, has become a major issue
for islands worldwide, including Jeju. Jeju also boasts an active
self-government that strives to ensure balance in economic, environmental, social, and cultural policymaking.
Today, few think of islands as backward outposts or the seas
as insurmountable barriers. Islands play central roles in today’s
new maritime civilization, and hold keys to the sustainable development and prosperity of the humankind. That is why Jeju
islanders look to their maritime culture and tradition to find
answers for the future of their island.

Sanjihang Port of the late 19th century
(Source: 100 Years of Korea in Photographs, 1997).
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The Ports and People of Jeju

Vivid Living Traces of Fishing Culture and
Tradition along the Shorelines of Jeju
Author Seung-hun Jwa(Secretary-General, Jeju Journalists Club) Photography Il-sup Yi

The sea has been an indelible part of the lives of Jeju islanders for millennia. Lacking enough
arable land, the good people of Jeju instead created ports in every fishing village along their
shores. The volcanic makeup of the island, however, made it difficult for islanders to find the
optimal locations for their ports. The lava from the volcanic eruption all flowed into the sea,
creating an expansive bedrock that was nearly impossible to shatter. The people of Jeju were
thus forced to build their ports by carrying heavy rocks on their backs and by hammering and
chiseling broad and flat rocks that locals called bille. The pores in the volcanic rocks were soon
filled with the sweat of the islanders, who fought against the tempestuous sea and their harsh
fate generation after generation. The unique shapes of ports in Jeju, featuring layers of natural-looking rocks, epitomize the difficult lives of islanders and the origin of their history.

1
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Making best use of natural features
The building of ports, however, was not only about exertion.
When piling rocks upon rocks, Jeju islanders made the most
use of the surrounding topographical features, such as yeo and
koji (cape points). Yeo refers to rocks hidden underwater. They
may be invisible during the high tide, but reveal themselves at
low tide. They provided perfect bases for building seawalls.
Port builders had to gather all the wisdom and knowledge they
had together to ensure their survival. This collective wisdom
is evident in the sea routes they designed. In order to prevent
fishing ships from being wrecked, Jeju islanders created underwater routes leading directly into the ports. Underwater
rocks could wreak a havoc on fishing vessels at low tide, so
these specially designed sea routes were indeed lifesavers for
many a fisher.
The ports also boasted practical designs. Most of the ports are
divided into three parts—inner, middle, and outer ports—to
allow multiple fishing vessels to moor in the order of arriving
at or departing from the port. This was meant to minimize possible congestion as ships came in and left the ports.
Most ports on Jeju are small in size and located on shallow waters. Ships moored at these ports were prone to geolseok, a phenomenon in which the bottoms of the moored ships would
touch the bottom of the sea during low tide, causing the ships
to tilt in one direction. Teunseok is the opposite phenomenon.
As a result, fishing boats that were about to sail soon were anchored in the outer port, while ships that had no plans of setting
sail soon due to repair and other such reasons were anchored
in the inner port.
When anchoring at these ports, fishing ships installed gaenang,
buffers that prevented the bows or bottoms of the ships from
damage. Gaenang thus serve functions akin to those of automobile tires that protect the car frame.
The ports of Jeju capture the traces of the sea-bound lives and
history of the islanders. Ports here are commonly found around
topographical features called jibangyeo. A jibang is a piece of
paper on which jibangmun was written and which served as a
tablet of spirits. To local fishers, ports were their second homes
and thus deserved to host these tablets. Gaetdang, shrines
where locals performed ceremonies wishing for good catches
and the safety of seafarers, were also basic part of ports. Some
ports even featured bangsatap towers that were erected to fend
off evil spirits and misfortune from the villages.
Ports are also homes to other traces of Jeju’s rich fishing culture, such as wondam (underwater stone fences), dodaetbul
(private lighthouses), bulteok, spring water wells, sea routes,
fish farms, and salt farms. The bulteok are where local
haenyeo, or women diverse, changed into their diving suits or
warmed themselves by bonfires. Wondam are underwater
stone fences that naturally trapped fish when tides changed,
and were variably called won or gae. They were fishing nets
made of stones in effect.

Ports and the difficulties of life that shaped them
The neighborhood known as Dakkeungae in Yongdam 2-dong,
Jeju, still retains traces of the pain that evictees felt upon evacuating their homes due to the development boom. The port here
is made of a flat and wide rock, which the locals hammered
and chiseled into the present shape. The name dakkeungae reflects this history, meaning a chiseled and refined near-water
stone structure. The 170 households that used to inhabit this
area had to leave their historic hometown almost overnight due
to the expansion of the Jeju International Airport and the endless noises that airplanes generated. The monument erected on
the site of Yangwonsu, a source of spring water next to the
port, commemorates the sorrow of the evictees with the inscription: “We are now relocating our homes elsewhere across
the island, but we erect this monument on the hill of the Yangwonsu spring water so that our descendants would remember
the living and history of their ancestors…and so that we could
remember to return here one day.”
Wollyeongchukhang Port in Wollyeong-ri, Hallim-eup, harbors fragmented traces of the Jeju uprising. The port was built
in 1948. Kim Byeong-ok, the head of the borough at the time,
ordered the construction of the port to prevent young people
of the village from leaving. He desperately sought to save the
demolition of the community from the march of violence. Villagers created the port by hammering and chiseling away at a
gigantic local rock. People were so consumed by this exertion
that they forgot about leaving the village. Kim’s foresight
worked.
2

1. Keungae in Gwideok 1-ri,
Hallim-eup, Jeju
Keungae Port is currently under
restoration as part of Jeju’s Traditional Port Restoration Project. The
project aims to develop storytelling
contents for tourism, based on the
history and mythology concerning
these ports, and connect these
ports to the Olle trekking course.
2. Dakkeungae in Yongdam
2-dong
Evictees’ sorrows are recorded on
the monument marking the site
where the Yangwonsu spring water
well once stood.
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Mangjangpo Port in Harye 1-ri, Namwon-eup, Seogwipo City, used to be the tribute port through which horses were sent to Goryeo. Locals built stone steps at the ferry
to enable ships to anchor there irrespective of the changes in tides.
ⓒ Jae-cheol Seo

Traces of the vicissitudes of Jeju’s modern history are found
in Gunnaengyi of Aewol-eup and Maksuk of Beophwan-dong
as well. The port Gunnnaengyi, also known as Gunhang or the
military port, is found in the road toward Hangpadu-ri. Kim
Tong-jeong, in command of the Sambyeolcho Army in 1273,
ordered the construction of the Hangpaduriseong Fortress to
fend off the Goryeo-Yuan allied forces, and set up an advance
base and a military port in Donggui-ri near the fortress.
Maksuk was known as Saepo, meaning a frontier port. It occupied an important geopolitical position, and became the final
battleground where General Choi Yeong of the Goryeo army
quelled the rebellion of mokho in the last days of the dynasty.
Baeyeonjuri, near Maksuk, was where the Goryeo soldiers
built and linked rafts to arrive at Beomseom Islet, to which the
remaining mokho or the descendants of the Mongolian shepherds fled.
The Apgae Port in Wimi 1-ri, Namwon-eup, used to mark the
end of the arduous life on earth and a gateway to Ieodo Island.
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The villagers stopped their fishing work on the fifth of everylunar July, in commemoration of the local fishers who passed
away and out of fear of the marine god. About 80 years ago, a
number of fishing ships were all sunken and shipwrecked
within eyesight of the Apgae Port due to a sudden windstorm.
As all members onboard died instantly, 19 households in the
village of Wimi-ri alone had to organize funeral ceremonies.
Oh Seung-cheol, a poet who was born and raised in this village,
sang about the tragedy:

Who left,
and who returned?
Fathers and grandfathers are all gone,
leaving the village empty.
Apgae was the end of life here and now.
It was a gateway to Ieodo Island.

But the villagers had to put the tragedy soon behind in order

to continue with their living in this harsh environment. The sea
before the Apgae Port continues to host hardworking fishers.
The Hangaechang Port in Hado-ri, Gujwa-eup, provides the
main backdrop for the plot of An Island Surrounded by Winds,
a novel by Hyeon Gi-yeong, a Jeju-born writer. The novel depicts the lives of haenyeo who struggled through a tumultuous
era by organizing resistance. All the separate plotlines in the
novel converge together in the Sehwa Market in January 1932.
The Sehwa Market was a major public forum at the time,
where residents of neighboring villages, such as Gimnyeong,
Pyeongdae, Jongdal, Siheung, and Ojori gathered together to
sell and buy goods. Even the residents of the distant Udo Island
traveled by boat to come to this market. The Hangaechang Port
nearby was thus a center of trade and commerce in the eastern
part of Jeju. Sardine dealers purchased large quantities of sardines from as far as Cheongjin and Wonsan in present-day
North Korea, and sold them for handsome profits at the Sehwa
Market, erecting stately mansions for themselves around the
port. Kim Bo-im, born in Pyeongdae, is remembered as the last
seller of earthenware at Hangaechang. He used to travel between Mokpo, Wando, and Jeju on his three private boats that
weighed as much as 10 tons each.

Naming ports after nature
The seolhae in the name, Seolhaegae Port, located in Yongdang-ri, Hangyeong-myeon, means “snow sea.” The powerful
winds of Jeju constantly generate high tides and send them in
the land’s way. The tides that crash into the rocks on the shore
create endless streams of white foam that fly around in the
strong wind like snowflakes. Hence the name of the port. The
vast rocky field surrounding the port is also named Seolhaebille for the same reason.
The sujeon in the name, Sujeonpo Port, found in Songsandong, Seogwipo City, means “water battle.” It reflects the fact
that the two different sea currents clash into each other around
the port. The two currents flow from the Dongmo and Seomo
Ports of Saeseom Island directly opposite to Sujeonpo Port.
Mangjangpo Port in Harye 1-ri, Namwon-eup, smells strongly
of the fishing village even in its name. Appropriating two Chinese characters that respectively mean “fishing nets” and
“spread,” the port’s name instantly evokes an image of a fishing village.
Others beg to differ regarding the origin of the name of Mangjangpo Port. There used to be a beacon mound in the nearby
village of Yechonmang, and the Chinese characters making up
the port’s name must thus mean the “spread of hopes” instead
of the “spread of fishing nets.” Mangjangpo Port used to be a
major port through which tributes, particularly horses, traveled
to Goryeo in the latter part of the dynastic period, but is defunct
today. The pentagon-shaped rocks marking the entrance to the
port used to make up and mark the sea routes for struggling

boats.
Unlike other ports in Jeju, Mangjangpo Port features three to
four steps of stone rocks at the ferry that were designed to enable ships to anchor there regardless of the changes in the tides.
There is a port created by one man who was so fed up with living in the mountains that he decided to move near the sea.
About two centuries ago, there lived a man named Byeon Eomsu in Jeoji-ri, Hangyeong-myeon. He came down to the shore
one day to obtain spring water, but ended up shattering the
water pot he brought with him. Furious about his situation, he
decided to settle on the shore right then and there, and became
a founding figure of the fishing village of Panpo-ri. The port
here was named after him. However, others believe that the
name of the port could mean “severe water,” as fishers were
often found dead near it.
The port in Sinheung 1-ri, Namwon-eup, is named Bomalgae
Port because its shape resembles that of a brown turban shell,
which locals call bomal. The shellfish found in abundance on
the rocks along the shores of Jeju provided important sources
of nutrition for islanders who frequently suffered natural disasters.

Ports, surrounding topographic features, and meteorological forecasts
The Naekkak and Seosupo Ports in Taeheung 1-ri, Namwoneup, also reflect the decisive influence of natural conditions on
the lives of locals. Local fishers can expertly tell the directions
of winds based on their experiences. When tides hit Naekkak,
they forecast that the southeasterly wind will blow, accompanied by rain. When tides hit the nearby Deullyeongmeori, they
forecast that the southwesterly wind will blow. When tides
make thudding sounds against the Seosupo Port, fishers know
the westerly wind will blow hard. If the tides hitting the port
make lighter sounds, they know the westerly wind will blow,
but in a much gentler way. Locals also observe surrounding islands and mountains to forecast the weather. A thin layer of
cloud that forms over Seopseom Island, seen at a distance, is a
good precursor of the monsoon about to start. If Jigwido Island,
normally invisible from Jeju, reveals itself above water, that
means a cold spell or a harsh wind is on its way. Clouds
crouching upon or viciously rising above Hallasan Mountain
will cause strong winds accompanied by snowfalls.
If the sounds of tides hiding the Babjuri Rock at Gongcheonpo
Port in Sillye-ri, Namwon-eup, are rapid and thudding, fishers
have to give up on sailing out for fishing because such sounds
accompany rains or harsh winds the next day.
Ports as places of rendezvous and separation
Ports have long been the centers of life and community for the
people of Jeju. Historically, ports were where the islanders met
and did commerce with each other, and also where drifting for-
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eign ships and sailors arrived. Ports were the gateways into exiles for politicians who lost the favors of their kings in the
Goryeo and Joseon periods.
Yeonbokjeong is the name of the wooden pavilion standing
near Mugeunseongchang Port in Jocheon-ri, Jocheon-eup.
Politicians who were banished to exile during the Joseon period would stand at this pavilion and cast their eyes northward,
yearning for return to the capital city. Hwabuk Port in Jeju used
to be known as Byeoldo, or the knife of separation. The name
seems to reflect the heartbreaking separations between sojourners and islanders. Magistrates who ruled Jeju justly and fairly
were people the islanders least liked to let go. The Hwabuk
Port consists of two inlets, named Eongmulmeori and Geumdonji. The two inlets served as gateways into Jeju and exile
until the Sanjihang Port was completed. The sea routes connected to these inlets extended all the way from Haenam,
Gangjin, and Yeongam in the southern coast of Korea.
This is where I will no longer need this government robe, must
have been the thoughts occurring in the minds of politicians
who were exiled and arrived at one of these inlets of Hwabuk
Port. Even the islet found along these inlets is named Gwantal,
meaning “divestment.”
Gwanseonjari in Taeheung 2-ri, Namwon-eup, is home to
Gwanseonpo Port. The area is named thus because government
ships, called gwanseon, used to frequent the port to carry salt.
According to the Records of Fishery in Korea, Gwanseonjari
alone produced 863 kilograms of salt in 1908, which was impressive for the times.
Gwanseonpo Port was also a place of heartbreaks. Gwanseonjari is situated between Daesereongkoji Cape and Aebirikoji
Cape. The former welcomed the arrival of government ships.
The latter, which extends further into the sea, was where people saw off ships and passengers. The reason people named
and used the further-out cape as a cape of separation may reflect their desire to delay separation as much as they could.

Winds and the lives of people living nearby ports
Some winds enrage tides and cause them to rise ever highly,
while others open up the sea routes. Jinjilgae in Gwideok 2-ri,
Hallim-eup, is especially sensitive to the turns of winds. Jinjilkoji Cape at the root of Jinjilgae is exposed to constant
streams of winds throughout the year.
Unless one was born and raised here, one could never tell
which way the winds would blow, and to what effect. As the
winds that start blowing from this part of the island travel
across Hallasan Mountain to reach the other end of the island,
they become known as different names.
The villagers of Hyeopjae-ri, Hallim-eup, called their port
Saltong, which literally meant “a vessel of life/rescue.” No
matter how harshly the winds blew and tides turned, local fishers’ prospect for survival got so much better as soon as they
managed to drive their boats into the port.
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It has been reclaimed, but an area near Gaetbeori Port in
Pyeongdae-ri, Gujwa-eup, used to be called mokpo-ttoseungumi. Mokpo means a big port, and ttoseungumi, a place
that is safe and warm. The port was so large that it could withstand almost any winds.
The port located in the path of the severe westerly wind, at the
northern tip of Udo Island, is named Gaemat. Outsiders called
it Jeonheul-dong Gaebat, after the name of the neighborhood.
A mat in the Jeju dialect means an entrance or a crossroad. The
port is divided into an inner port and an outer port. The
Aptonyeo in front of the port serve to shield the port against
strong tides. Gaemat Port stands on shallow waters, and historically forced unpowered vessels, such as tewoo (Jeju rafts)
and wind-propelled boats, to arrive there using is sauldae and
gongjaengyidae.
A sauldae is a slender wooden pole that is about five to seven
meters in length. Sailors use it to push their boats out of ports
and determine their courses instead of steering wheels. Each
unpowered vessel carried between one and three sauldae,
mostly made of cedar. A gongjaengyidae is a wooden structure
that extends from the front of the ship for 30 centimeters. Made
of bamboo trees, these poles were used to break through obstacles.
Icons of Jeju culture
Indiscriminate development of Jeju Island has cost us dearly.
Concrete may be convenient, but it directly opposes nature.
Concrete buildings block communications and force people
into self-imposed isolation. Ports of Jeju, whether small or
large, were similarly subjected to the redevelopment boom
using concrete.
With the decline of the fishing industry, many of these ports
have lost their uses and values. Yet the local government kept
on renovating and expanding them, along with tidal embankments, in a populist attempt to appease locals. Without stopping to think about how best to preserve the significance of
these ports as relics of a lost fishing culture, the redevelopers
shattered the original unique shapes of these ports without
qualms.
Only a handful of more than 110 ports in Jeju retain enough of
their original shapes to provide clues into their historical careers. We need not think that development is always detrimental to conservation, or vice versa. It may be already too late,
but some have taken to reverting the development trend.
The provincial self-government of Jeju has launched the project of restoring Keungae Port in Gwideok 1-ri, Hallim-eup.
The port is made up of the inner, middle, and outer ports. The
piece of sandy land upon which the port stands is the shade of
the springtime green. The tortoise lighthouse standing atop
large rocks directly facing the port add to the style of the area.
Halmangdang, a near-port shrine, still exerts great power on
locals. The legend has it that anyone who purchased a pig in

Apgae Port in Biyang-ri, Hallim-eup. The port, named so because it was located in front (ap) of the local village, is found between two underwater rocks, named Gunyeo
and Neobuyeo. The port consists of inner and outer ports. Originally, it consisted of the inner port only, and the outer port was added in the late 1950s. Lacking tools, even
so common as hand wagons, locals had to carry all the rocks used to build this port on their backs after masons shattered larger boulders. The port is also known as
Gaechang. When southeasterly wind sweeps through this port, fishers tightened the anchors on their boats.

the nearby Hallim Market had to dedicate at least three heads
of pigs to the shrine unless he wanted his newly bought pig to
fall ill and die. Access into the shrine was strictly controlled,
with entry allowed on only three days out of each year. Local
fishers still believe that they can continue with their work without fearing accidents and hazards thanks to the goddess that
protects Halmangdang.
The ports of Jeju alone are rich reservoirs of the distinct cul-

ture, tradition, and mythology of Jeju. Most importantly, these
ports embody the wisdom and struggles of islanders who never
gave up on life even when nature and politics turned vicious
on them. Ports, underwater fishing fences, lighthouses, bonfires for women diverse, spring water wells, shrines, sea routes,
fish farms, salt farms, and towers may all be creations of the
human hands, but they also resemble nature into which their
makers were assimilated through and through.
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This is the beach of Gimnyeong-ri, Gujwa-eup. The white sandy beach, along with the snowflake-like foam of tides, and the otherworldly color of the sea that combines cobalt blue and emerald green, creates an exotic landscape and encourages passersby to dive in.

The beach of Bomok-dong, Seogwipo City, from which Seopseom Island can be seen. The sea of Jeju boasts a variety of
colors from beach to beach, due to not only the change of seasons, but also the different makeups of the seabeds.
Colors differ depending on whether the seabed is rocky or consists mainly of clay and sand.
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Colors of the Sea of Jeju

Photography Il-sup Yi

Enjoy the famed view of the sea before Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak. You can see through to the bottom of this crystal-clear sea.
The transparency seawater can reflect and amplify all the dynamic changes of colors in the surrounding landscape.

The beaches of Hyeopjae and Geumneung are renowned as the beaches with the most beautifully colored water.
The transparent emerald green water beams brightly under the scorching sun.
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Wondam: Underwater Fishing Traps Made of Stones
Author Seon-hee Kim(TV writer) Photography Il-sup Yi

Uyeong, which is how vegetable gardens are known in Jeju, may be a signature feature of the strawthatched roof houses and their lawns in Jeju. Wondam are the signature features of shoreline fishing villages. If you happen to walk along a beach in Jeju in June or July, you will occasionally hear someone
shouting: “Here are mel!” That someone is referring to the palm-length anchovies, which locals call mel,
that are trapped abundance in wondam. Go over to the wondam and have a look inside, and you will discover that countless anchovies indeed gathered there, so much so that locals can just scoop them out using
buckets and boxes. Every villager rushes down to their wondam during this season to scoop out fresh and
tasty gifts of the sea.
Walk along a beach in Jeju at low tide, and you will discover fence-like structures on the shore, either circular or square in shape, which are built with rocks. Wondam are primitive devices of catching—or, to be
exact, trapping—fish and seafood using the natural turns of tides. Fish that have arrived on the shore
during high tide are trapped in these fences at low tide. Wondam are thus known as dol-gumul or stone
fishing nets. People in the eastern part of Jeju also refer to these fences as gae or gaetdam.

1
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Trapping fish using the ebbs and flows of tides
Wondam are mostly found near inlets and ports so that fishers
can quickly catch the fish that are trapped in wondam at high
tide. Some wondam are remarkably pure creations of natural
topography, while others have been made by locals. These
stone traps are commonly found along bays rather than by
capes that extend further out into the sea.
A typical wondam rises 1 to 1.5 meters in height. The exterior
of the stone walls slants outwardly so that fish could get into
the trap more easily. The interior of the walls is straight so that
fish, once caught in those walls, would not be able to get out.
A large rock is found at the bottom of the trap, around which
rocks of smaller sizes are piled up. Small pebbles were used
to fill in the gaps among larger stones. Some wondam feature
piles of small pebbles inside and bottoms that are slightly lower
than the surrounding land so that small fish would be trapped
there along with some water and remain alive even during low
tide. Structures like wondam are not unique to Jeju. Other
coastal towns and islands in Korea also feature stone fish traps
known as dolsal or doksal. These stone fish traps are similar

to the wondam of Jeju in structure and size. Yet the wondam
in Jeju reveal the especially communal nature of local culture.
Whereas most of doksal or dolsal in other towns are strictly
private properties, wondam in Jeju were open to all villagers.
Villagers create local groups in charge of creating and maintaining the stone traps on behalf of the whole community. Villagers take turns to repair and maintain wondam after strong
tidal attacks or typhoons.
The technique of catching fish using wondam existed long before the powered fishing vessels and deep-sea fishing were introduced into Jeju. Wondam support sustainable fishing, as
local villagers catch only as much fish as they can using the
natural ebbs and flows of tides rather than sweeping all the
available fish from the seas. One of the varieties most commonly caught in wondam is mel or anchovies. Wondam in Jeju
become full of sparkling living anchovies every June and July.
All villagers head out to the beach to get these anchovies from
their wondam, with such simple and primitive tools as scooping nets for taking the fish out and buckets for carrying them
home.
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An eco-friendly fishing technique that discourages greed
Wondam used to trap so many anchovies in the past that a truck was needed to carry all the anchovies
caught in a single trap. Villagers evenly distributed the catch from their wondam. Even villagers who were
too frail or old to make a trip down to wondam themselves could expect to receive some of the catch. If
villagers trapped too many anchovies for them to share among themselves, they would sell the remaining
anchovies in a neighboring market. If anchovies still remained afterward, villagers used the dead fish to
fertilize their fields. Wondam trapped other varieties of seafood as well, including sea basses, large-scale
blackfish, rabbitfish, brits, gray mullets, squids, octopi, crabs, and blue abalones.
Wondam have long been part of many islanders’ daily lives and community culture. One of the bestknown wondam in Jeju is Moreunwon, located in Geumneung-ri, Hallim-eup. It is by far the largest of
wondam found on the island. It remains useful and thriving even today, when other wondam are rapidly
disappearing, thanks to the hard work of one old man named Lee Bang-ik. This 85-year-old man has been
the self-appointed wondam keeper for over six decades.
Lee starts every day quite early by taking a tour around Moreunwon. He began guarding the wondam at
age 27, shortly after he returned home from the military. Upon his arrival, Lee discovered that much of
the original wondam had been demolished. Always fond of the memories he had while playing around
the stone trap as a child, Lee began to repair the broken wondam. He visited it multiple times every day
to see if the tides had destroyed it again.
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Guarding the wondam has been a rewarding job for the old
man. One day, Lee went out to the beach to take a look at the
wondam. While inspecting it, he discovered a turtle trapped
inside. Lee fished the turtle out and let it go. That July, the
wondam had an unprecedented amount of anchovies. Lee believes it is because he did well by saving that turtle, who he
thinks has repaid the debt by granting so much fish.

and traditions of local communities, are so rapidly disappearing
from Jeju. The only source of solace for people like him is the
Wondam Festival, through which older generations have a
chance to tell younger generations of the wonderful gifts of
wondam. The Geumneung Wondam Festival is one of the most
famous maritime culture-themed festivals of Jeju. It invites visitors to experience some of the time-honored crafts of fishing
villages, such as building wondam and foraging brown turban
shells.
Few could deny that wondam form essential part of the cultural
and historic heritage of Jeju that deserve to be conserved. We
need to find and develop effective ways to ensure the sustainable management of these historic structures.

Reliving the wondam culture with the Wondam Festival
Lee keeps telling himself that he shall guard Moreunwon as
long as he has energy to walk. The wondam and the sea are
where the man has spent much of his life. It is really unfortunate to him that wondam, along with the invaluable memories

1. Moreunwon, a wondam on Geumneung Etteumwon Beach.
2. Bang-ik Lee, the wondam keeper.
3. A wondam whose exterior walls slant outwardly.
4, 5. A gourd-lidded net and a bucket Lee made using the trash he picked up from the shore.

3

4
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Guarding the Safety of Seafarers at Night
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Have You Heard of Dodae in Jeju?
Author Jong-jin Baek(Secretary-General, Jeju Culture Center)
Photography Il-sup Yi

Full of stones as sharp as a knife’s edge and rocks of varying sizes
underwater, the shorelines of Jeju have long been forbidding to the
uninitiated who were unfamiliar with navigating the sea routes.
These shorelines could be fatal even to skilled seafarers and fishers.
Wives of local fishermen would travel all the way out to the ports
on rainy and stormy nights to hold torchlight over the sea routes until
their husbands safely arrived at the ports. Gaetbul is the name locals
gave to the torchlight these wives held at the ports.
When electricity was not yet introduced to Jeju, locals also built private or communal lighthouses known as dodae or dodaetbul nearby
these ports, until the late 1960s or so. These dodae are increasingly
touted as invaluable relics of Jeju’s maritime culture. Yet speculations and rumors, rather than facts, abound as to the origin and history of these lighthouses.

1. Dodae in Bukchon-ri
This dodae standing atop the so-called anbekgudeul by the port of Bukchon-ri,
Jocheon-eup, is known as the oldest of dodae with extant historic records.
2. Dodae in Aewol-ri
Locals who desired to preserve memories of the old Aewolpo Port re-created their
dodae, in a trapezoidal shape, in November 2003.
The new dodae does not look like the original one, but locals are resolved to maintain
and preserve it as best as they could as a piece of local heritage.
1
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When, then, did Jeju islanders first begin to build their dodae?
The established consensus today is that the one standing atop
the so-called anbekgudeul by the port of Bukchon-ri, Jocheoneup, is the oldest one with extant historic records. The records
show that the dodae in Bukchon-ri was erected one year before
the Sanjideungdae Lighthouse in present-day Keonib-dong.
The Bukchon-ri dodae is designed to shelter the light inside,

with wooden poles and a pulley for hoisting and dragging
down the light. It is the first dodae to be erected by and for
local villagers since the first-ever lighthouse of Jeju was
erected in 1906 with government backing. A monument, 57
centimeters high and 27 centimeters wide, standing atop the
box-shaped body of the dodae confirms this.
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Inscriptions on three monuments

御卽[位][記][念]燈明臺

×××[記][念]燈明臺

[御][卽][位][記][念]燈(明)(臺)

大正四年十貳月建(設)

××××[十]貳月建設

[大][正][四][年]十貳(月)(建)(設)

Monument in
Bukchon-ri
Height: 57 cm
Width: 27 cm
Thickness: 10-12 cm

Monument in
Dodu-dong
Height: 48 cm
Width: 32-35 cm
Thickness: 12 cm

Monument in
Samyang-dong
Height: 54 cm
Width: 27-29 cm
Thickness: 17 cm

※ [ ]: characters that can only be inferred from what remains. ( ): characters that have been
erased. “x”: characters that have been destroyed.

The Bukchon-ri dodae is not the only lighthouse of its kind
with a memorial stone. I personally checked the monument
standing by the dodae in Dodu-dong in 2009, and discovered
another dodae monument in Samyang-dong in 2012. The lighthouses that used to stand in Dodu-dong and Samyang-dong
have completely disappeared, but the monuments remain there
to bear witness to their historical existence.
The three monuments I have mentioned so far share similar inscriptions. The inscriptions on all the three monuments start
with the Chinese characters, “御卽位記念 燈明臺 大正四年
十二月 建設.” Here, the word “御卽位” refers to the enthronement of the Japanese emperor. The Chinese characters

1
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are used exclusively in Japan, and neither in Korea nor China.
The common inscription can be interpreted as: “This lighthouse was erected in December of the fourth year of Taisho
(1516), in celebration of the enthronement of the Emperor of
Japan.” The Taisho period of Japan began in 1912. King
Taisho was able to hold his enthronement ceremony in the
royal palace at Kyoto only four years after he became the king
(or three years after the death of his father, King Meiji), in
1915.
When I discovered the monument in Dodu-dong, I thought that
the lighthouse in Bukchon-ri must have been known as deungmyeongdae (燈明臺) originally as the inscription suggested, rather than as a dodae. When the lighthouse was erected
in the village, locals probably went to someone learned to ask
him to give it a learned-sounding name, as was the common
practice back then. I speculated that the lighthouse, which locals called deungmyeongdae for however a brief period of
time, became known as dodae, which sounds remarkably similar to the Japanese pronunciation of the Chinese word for
lighthouse (toutai), under the Japanese colonial regime’s policy
of eradicating the Korean language.
But my theory about the original name of the lighthouse turned
out to be mere speculation when I discovered the monument
at Samyang-dong. Some even called my theory “a dangerous
conception,” because the way these lighthouses were built
clearly differed from that of Japanese lighthouses. I quickly
conceded my fault and set out to research more.

How islanders themselves voluntarily erected dodae
I initially speculated that numerous dodae found in Jeju were
originally built under administrative directives from Japanese
colonizers. In fact, however, it was local villagers and fishers
who voluntarily erected these structures out of their own necessity. My own research tells me that there are a total of 27
dodae whose traces remain along the shorelines of Jeju.
Of the 27 extant dodae, 19 feature monuments indicating the
dates upon which they were erected. These include the three
dodae I mentioned earlier, and the one in Daepyeong-ri built
in the 1920s; the ones in Dumo-ri, Gwideok-ri, Aewol-ri, and
Bomok-dong (Seogwipo) that were erected in the 1930s; the
ones in Gosan-ri, Sinchon-ri, and Daepo-dong, erected in the
1940s; the one in Yongdam-dong, erected in the 1950s; the
ones in Panpo-ri, Geumneung-ri, Gimnyeong-ri, Gueom-ri,
Hado-ri, and Joil-ri, erected in the 1960s; and the one in
Hagwi-ri, erected in the 1970s. There are no traces or records
indicating when the other eight dodae, found in Sineom-ri,
Oedo-dong, Yongdam-dong, Hwabuk-dong, Jocheon-ri,
Haengwon-ri, Eunpyeong-ri, and Gangjeong-dong, were built.
At any rate, the distribution of these dodae and their traces suggest that these lighthouses in Jeju were not built overnight by

2
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1. Dodae in Gosan-ri, Hangyeong-myeon 2. Dodae in Daepo-dong, Seogwipo City
3. Dodae in Bomok-dong, Seogwipo City ⓒ Jong-jin Baek). 4. Dodae in Gimnyeong-ri

some command, but over a stretched period of time rather
spontaneously.

Community properties built by all villagers
Villagers and fishers appear to have built the dodae lighthouses
willingly and eagerly, after modern fishing tools and techniques were introduced in the region, in order to assist nighttime fishing activities. There are oral records on how much
locals cherished and valued these lighthouses, which bore central importance to their living:
All the villagers erected the current dodaetbul in our village in the fourth
year of Taisho (1915). The village chief ordered one of his servants to
manage the light in the lighthouse, turning it on by morning and off by
night. The man who was first put in charge was the village chief’s servant
with the last name Ham. There were several wind-propelled ships in Bukchon-ri, which sailed out into the sea nightly to catch cutlassfish and returned to the port at three or four o’clock in the morning. The dodae was
lit not every night, but only on nights when these boats sailed out.
- Kim Geun-shik (born in Bukchon-ri in 1989):
statement recorded on August 29, 2008.

Statements like this strongly suggest that all the villagers were
mobilized for the creation of dodae and that lights were kept
by villagers (or their servants) to assist locals’ fishing activities.
The first dodae may have been erected upon an administrative
order, but there are other eyewitness records showing that
coastal villages willingly adopted and built dodae of their own.
The village of Gimnyeong-ri in Gujwa-eup, for example, demolished the original dodae in the aftermath of Korea’s liberation from Japan to create a fitting room for local haenyeo.
Later, however, the villagers re-built their dodae with assis-

tance from the Northern Jeju Army. Fishers in Gueom-ri renovated a local bangsatap (a tower erected to cast evil spirits
away) into a dodae using concrete and a pylon in the 1960s.
Villagers of Samyang-dong rebuilt their dodae in 1968 as part
of restoring their port that had been destroyed by a typhoon.
In other words, after the first dodae were erected in Bukchonri, Dudo-dong, and Samyang-dong by the Japanese in 1915,
Jeju islanders actively began to erect their own dodae to cast
the light of life on the courses of return for local fishing vessels
at night.
As a result, the materials and shapes of dodae differed widely
in the early days until the 1950s or so, and included the box
type (in Bukchon-ri and Sineom-ri), the bangsatap-type (in
Dodu-dong and Joil-ri), the dipper type (in Daepyeong-ri), the
quadrangular pyramid type (in Yongdam-dong), the cylinder
type (in Gwideok-ri), and the observatory type (in Bomokdong and Gosan-ri). It was in the 1960s that the standardized
shape of dodae began to emerge, in such places as Geumneung-ri, Gueom-ri, Hagwi-ri, and Hado-ri. The standardized
structure features either basalt or concrete in the base and a
quadrangular or triangular steel tower on top in which lamps
fueled by kerosene lamps or Western-style lamps could be
hanged. This structure reflects the growing availability of concrete and rebar under the New Village Movement at the time,
which freed villagers from having to pile rocks up on high to
increase the height of their dodae.
Dodae used to light the shorelines of Jeju throughout the periods of Japanese occupation and the New Village Movement.
With electricity distributed in Jeju in the 1970s, however,
dodae began to decline into oblivion and disappear one by one
over time, just as they were erected one by one at first. Only
six retain their original shapes today, and these are found in
Gosan-ri, Bukchon-ri, Gimnyeong-ri, Joil-ri, Bomok-dong, and
Daepo-dong.
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Fantastical Summer
Beaches of Jeju
Written by the editorial staff Illustration by Yul Ko
Dakkeungae,
Yongdam 2-dong

Jeju City

Iho Tewoo Beach

Aewol

Handam

Soaengmul Spring,
Sanggwi-ri

Easily accessible from downtown Jeju.
The extended business hours cause
this beach to bustle with happy vacationers
into the night.
festival: Iho Tewoo Festival (July 29 – 31).
Tel. 064-728-4931 (Iho-dong Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~21:00

Gwakjigwamul Beach
Jinjilgae, Gwideok 2-ri

Keungae, Gwideok 1-ri

Biyangdo Island

An inviting beach featuring a vast field of
white sand and azure-colored water.
The natural pool of spring water nearby boasts
icy-cold water even in the middle of summer.
Tel. 064-728-8884 (Aewol-eup Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~19:00

Hallib

Hyeopjae Beach
A beautiful beach boasting crystal-clear water and
fine white sand scattered with pretty shells.

Wollyeongchukhang,
The beach boasts fantastical beauty at sunset,
Wollyeong-ri
Eomsugae, Panpo-ri

with the sun setting behind Biyangdo Island.
Tel. 064-728-7676 (Hallim-eup Office)
Opening hours: 10:00 ~ 21:00

Geumneung Etteumwon Beach
This beautiful beach extends from the famed
Hyeopjae Beach, and provides an equally nice view of
Biyangdo Island in the front. There is also a traditional
shoreline fish trap (wondam) retaining its original shape.
festival: Geumneung Wondam Festival (July 30 – 31).
Tel. 064-728-7676 (Hallim-eup Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~19:00
Dodae, Gosan-ri

Gosan

Jungmun Saekdal Beach
Hwasun Golden Sand Beach
Here, you can enjoy not only diving into the vast blue
sea, but also freshwater bathing in the spring of
water nearby. A community enterprise also provides
a variety of maritime recreations.
Tel. 064-760-4373 (Andeok-myeon Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~19:00

Daejeong

Gapado Island
24

Marado Island

Discover the unique-looking black pebbles and
sand of four different colors. Located nearby the Jeju
Jungmun Resort, the beach offers easy access to a
wide range of amenities.
Tel. 064-760-4861 (Yerae-dong Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~21:00

Jungmun

Seogwipo City

Dodae,
Daepo-dong
Maksuk,
Beophwan-dong

Yeojamul Spring,
Sinheung-ri
Keunmul Spring,
Sinchon

Dodae, Bukchon-ri

Jocheon Hamdeok Seoubong Beach
Saetdarimul Spring,
Samyang-dong

Samyang Black Sand Beach

Woljeongri Beach

Dodae, Gimnyeong-ri

This exotic-looking beach offers
shallow water where even children
can enjoy bathing.
Tel. 064-728-7882 (Jocheon-eup Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~21:00

Gimnyeong Seongsegi Beach
The cobalt-blue sea and the extremely fine
sand enchant visitors.
Tel. 064-728-7783 (Gujwa-eup Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~21:00

Sehwa Beach
Hangaechang, Hado-ri

Gujwa

Hado Beach

Dodae, Joil-ri

Udo Island

The beach draws large crowds looking
to enjoy sand baths during summer.
festival: Samyang Black Sand Beach Festival (July 30 – 31)
Tel. 064-728-8174 (Samyang-dong Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~21:00

Hagosudong Beach
Seobin Beach

Sinyang Seopjikoji Beach
The hilly cape jutting from the eastern end
of this beach makes the seawater captured
inside as calm and tranquil as a lake.
Tel. 064-760-4282 (Seongsan-eup Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~21:00

Seongsan

Pyoseon Haevich Beach
The circular sandy beach extends 313 meters in
width. It is the widest and the most gently sloping
beach on Jeju Island.
Associated festival(s): Pyoseon Haevich Beach
White Sand Festival (July 30 – 31).
Tel. 064-760-4476 (Pyoseon-myeon Office)
Opening hours: 10:00~21:00

Ports
Sanmul (Springs of Water)

Geoseunsaemi
Spring, Tosan 1-ri

Pyoseon

Dodae (Lighthouses)

Namwon
Gwanseonpo, Taeheung 2-ri

Hahyo Soesokkak
Beach

Apgae, Wimi 1-ri
Gongcheonpo, Sillye-ri

Mangjangpo, Harye 1-ri

Sujeonpo,
Songsan-dong

Dodae, Bomok-dong
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DynamicSeascapes of Jeju
Summer, a season of the scorchingsun and
coolbreeze, isthe best timeto visit
the pristinebeachesof Jeju!
Photographs courtesy of Jeju Tourism Organization

Geumneung Etteumwon Beach

Gimnyeong Seongsegi Beach is where you can enjoy
a serene walk in perfect solitude on the flour-like
fine sand. e windmill of an energy plant
on one end of the shoreline and a
handful of colorful yachts
floating above the sea at
distance imbue this beach
with an exotic atmosphere.
Gimnyeong Seongsegi Beach
ⓒ Han-koo Lee
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Iho Tewoo Beach

Hamdeok Seoubong Beach

Gwakjigwamul Beach
Hyeopjae Beach

Sinyang Seopjikoji Beach

Exciting World of Summer Aquatic Sports
Jeju oﬀers a number of beaches where you can enjoy a wide
range of on-water activities, including snorkeling, skin scuba
diving, surfing, and canoeing, among others. e two most famous of the beaches are Jungmun Saekdal Beach and Sinyang
Seopjikoji Beach. Jungmun is a beloved spot of surfers, while
wind surfers prefer Seopjikoji in fair weather. ese beaches
also oﬀer beginners’ classes and equipment rental services.
Samyang Black Sand Beach

Hamdeok Seoubong Beach and Hyeopjae Beach
ese two famous beaches of Jeju are found on the eastern and
western ends of the island. Both boast crystal-clear water,
vast fields of fine sand, beautiful landscapes,
and a host of amenities. Both beaches are open for extended
hours and host various festivals during summer.
Udo Island: the Jewel of All Islands

Seobin Hongjodangoe Beach and Hagosudong Beach

Hagosudong Beach

Protected as a natural monument of Korea, Hongjodangoe Beach
features thick red algae scattered all across the field of fine white
sand. Hagosudong Beach is characterized by the bronze statue of a
woman diver against the backdrop of a jade-colored sea. Its fine
sandy beach is devoid of any seaweeds or algae.
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The True Meaning and Value of Sanmul in Jeju

A Life Force Sustaining Communities
Author Byeong-ryeon Koh (Professor of Civil Engineering, Jeju International University)

The presence or absence of water determines whether an island
can be inhabited. We can safely rule islands without any
sources of drinkable water out of the list of inhabitable islands.
Water has always been a rare commodity in Jeju, which is a
volcanic island. Life in Jeju began with search for fresh water.
Bongcheonsu is the name by which drinkable water is known
in Jeju. The porous volcanic bedrock of the island quickly
drains most of precipitation, leaving the majority of the streams
and springs on the island dry for most of the time. Locals have
thus developed a habit of gathering rainwater—which they
called cheonsu or “water from the heavens”—in massive earthenware pots, and of not washing any drop of it.

Such bongcheonsu was essential to survival and life in Jeju,
but was not enough to free the islanders from the frequent and
severe droughts. In search for water they could drink and also
use for farming, islanders gradually moved from mountainous
areas to the coastal ones over time, creating the mythology of
Seolmundae-halmang, Yeongdeung-halmang, and danhyeol
along the way.
Seolmundae-halmang, the divine figure to whom the origin
and creation of the island is attributed, is associated with Keunmul, a sizable spring of freshwater found in the beach of
Sinheung-ri, Jocheon. Called Yeojamul (“water for women”)
by locals, the spring used to be open to women exclusively,
and is at the base of the origin story of the village. The spring
served as an invaluable source of water and life for centuries,
but has lost much of its original shape in the recent decades
due to redevelopment.

1. Yusuamcheon Stream in Yusuam-ri, Aewol-eup, boasting plenty of currents.
2. Yeojamul Spring in Sinheung-ri, Jocheon-eup, associated with the myth of
Seolmundae-halmang.
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1. Keunmul Spring in Sinchon-ri, Jocheon-eup, that caused an entire village to immigrate.
2. Restored Geoseunsaemi in Tosan 1-ri, Pyoseon-myeon.
3. Jarimul Spring in Jocheon-ri, Jocheon-eup.

The water spring on the black beach of Gongcheonpo, Namwon-eup, in Seogwipo City is named Yeongdeung-halmangmul, after Yeongdeung-halmang the goddess of wind. There
is also a spring named Yeongdeung-harubangmul, to the west
of the Yeongdeungmuldang Shrine in Gimnyeong-ri, Gujwaeup, Jeju City. Named after the goddess and god of wind, these
two sanmul or water springs become main venues of the
Yeongdeung Festival (including shamanic rituals) every lunar
February. The festival rocks the island for 15 days on end, as
locals believe that Yeongdeung-halmang and Yeongdeungharubang, who are also carriers of fertility, travel through these
springs in order to bestow good harvests and catches on locals.
To the north of Eunwolbong Peak in Jongdal-ri, Gujwa-eup,
is an area named Muljinggeo, a village that is alleged to have
lost its access to freshwater when Ho Jong Dan, a secret “water
assassin” dispatched by the Chinese emperor, cut the waterways leading to the village. The legend has it that residents of
Muljinggeo have since relocated to coastal areas in search for
spring water. This history of arduous search for water, and migration inspired by it, is evident in the names of many communities throughout Jeju, such as Keunmul (meaning “large
water”) in Sinchon. “Sinchon” itself literally means a “new village”—a village that a formerly mountainous people created
anew on the shoreline of Jeju after locating a major source of
spring water on the beach. The history of sanmul thus coincides closely with the history of communities in Jeju.

3

Surmounting the challenges of nature
Sanmul is the word locals in Jeju use to refer to a spring or
springs of water. Literally, the word can mean both “water
from the Mountain (Hallasan)” and “living water.” Other
words in the local dialect for water springs include semi, saemi,
saemmi, and saem-i. Academics prefer to use words like
yongcheon, yongcheonsu, or yongchulsu to refer to the same.
Some old people in Jeju also call spring water donmul (“sweet
water”) to contrast it to the salty and bitter seawater. Some villages call water springs seom because the jars gathering freshwater float above the surface of the sea at high tide, resembling
islands (called seom in Korean).
Every village in Jeju has legends and spots of water that reflect
villagers’ desperate search for water. It was through this
process of scouting for, securing, and protecting springs of
freshwater that the islanders have learned their ways to overcome and cope with the challenges of a harsh natural environment. Over time, the islanders have developed sustainable and
scientific ways of using and managing water. This is particularly evident in the strict separation of various water vessels
by purpose, such as drinkable water pots, water basins for
washing vegetables, basins for washing laundry, bathtubs,
basins for washing diapers, and water pots for cattle. Villagers
set up strict rules regarding the management of their springs.
Saetdorimul Spring, a major source of clean and abundant
water even today in Samyang 1-dong, provides an excellent
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example. The process of collective water preservation and
management has naturally strengthened the sense of community and solidarity in the islanders and played an essential role
in fostering their communities.
Local development and waterworks projects, however, have
forced sanmul into oblivion, leading locals today to treat these
as mere puddles of water. Some of the communities, however,
have recently begun to make efforts to preserve their sanmul
and related heritage. A good example is the Geoseunsaemi
Spring in Tosan-ri. The streams from this spring, as its name
suggests, travels in reverse upward toward Mountain Hallasan.
According to the local mythology, Ho Jong Dan, the Chinese
“water assassin,” managed to cut all the waterways between
Jongdal-ri and Tosan-ri, but the guardian god of Mountain Hallasan spared Geoseunsaemi from the assassin’s murderous
journey. Thanks to this spring, Tosan used to be the only village in Jeju to cultivate rice in paddies, a practice quite rare on
the arid island. After years of oblivion, the spring was recently
restored by the residents of Tosan 1-ri in honor of
Yeongcheonsushin, the god of spring water. Nevertheless, the
vast majority of sanmul have been forgotten today, resulting
in the rapid disappearance of the rich historic and cultural values associated with them. The Jeju government has belatedly
legislated statutes on the preservation and management of
water springs in the mountains, and launched a total sampling
survey on all water springs in Jeju.

Communications start at and flow from sources of water
Even as late as in the 1970s, locals gathered spring water in
their buckets, washed their laundry, bathed in, and fed water
to their horses and cows around these water springs. Water
held a central key to communal culture, and sanmul inspired a
number of important and unique water-related practices in Jeju.
The importance of sanmul is obvious in the diverse names with
which locals refer to the tools for drawing and carrying water,
such as mulheobeok, mulgudeok, mulpang, mulhang, mulmakgae, mulbujo, and mulmaji, many of which figure in the labor
songs women used to sing by bodies of water. Communal
spring water buckets became centers of gossip and communications. Villagers placed the center of their communal identity
in their village springs, often inserting words like dae (meaning
“big”) or myeong (meaning “bright”) into the names of those
springs.
Regrettably, though, much of the recent efforts for restoring
sanmul blindly introduce modern and convenient spring designs without carefully considering and examining the original
designs. As sanmul have been indispensable to life in Jeju and
inspired the belt of villages around the shorelines of the island,
we need to take the project of restoring and preserving them
more seriously. Locals need to form a consensus on how best
to preserve their unique water-related culture. Systemic research needs to be understaken, from both the humanities and

2

1. Saetdarimul Spring in Samyang 1-dong ⓒ Il-sup Yi
2. Soaengmul Spring in Sanggwi-ri, Aewol-eup.

engineering perspectives, in addition to opinion polls on locals
in order to find and establisy systematic measures for preserving all the different types of sanmul. Springs with particularly
important historic, cultural, and ecological values need to be
protected as nautral monuments. Policymakers may also need
to have these sanmul springs included in the UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage list, and incorporate them into the
local government’s policy on promoting its water resources
and tourism. These springs may also be included in the tour
and exploration courses in order to enhance the efficiency of
management. Local villages, that way, could serve as effective
venues of water education.
There is a saying in Jeju: “Do not block waterways and drains.”
The islanders have always known the centrality of sanmul and
water to life and history in Jeju. Properly restored sanmul can
serve as refreshing spaces flowing with the rich stories of life
in Jeju, which will evoke memories in locals and deliver enlightenment to visitors. Sanmul, all with their origins in the
Baeknokdam Lake atop Mountain Hallasan, are indispensable
part of the water, rocks, land, and pristine natural environment
of Jeju.
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Jeju as Seen by a Lithuanian Artist

A Gift of Jeju: How the Island Transformed My Values
Author Agne Latinyte (Illustrator)

A rooster-like haenyeo
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“The sea never lies”—this remarkable,
unforgettable phrase was said to me by
a haenyeo . She shared with me stories
of her younger days when she started to
be a haenyeo, before getting to know
much about the world. During her 20s,
she attempted to move to the mainland
and find a decent job. However, all she
discovered was that people tend to care
much more than they should about relatively unimportant things—looks,
brands, position, salary, status, ties…
She got sick of the corruption and returned to the sea, because, according to
her, the sea never lies. It does not care
about your looks or family status, your
dress, or your university degree. All it A tiger-like haenyeo
cares about is what you are at this very
moment, your breath, survival skills, and
awareness. Being in the sea is like having a dialog without masks on. You
can never hide your true self, and the sea can never lie to you.
I was never really interested in the sea. Born and raised in the capital city
of Vilnius, Lithuania, we would have short family seaside vacations here
and there, but the trips would span more than 300 km in a hot gasolinesmelling, rundown car. In one trip alone, I would get carsick multiple
times. I could not understand my friends who got hooked to the sea, even
choosing to move to cities closer to the shore. I just saw it as a wet, cold,
and windy area with too few sunny days and way too many days with
that rotten fish smell. Strangely, however, here I am spending my third
year by the sea and having no thoughts or wishes to live anywhere else.
To me, Jeju was a perfect discovery—my little personal paradise on this
earth. Up to the present, I like everything about it. Whenever I arrive here
by plane, I take a whiff of the fresh, salty breeze, and I swear there is
nothing more relaxing than the wind from the shores of Jeju. Aside from
all these, the people are nice and openhearted. It is possible that the
little wrinkles at the sides of my eyes are caused by the never-ending
wind in Jeju, but I would like to think it was caused by me smiling a whole
lot. Another thing I absolutely adore is the food. I was never a seafood
gourmand or fancied grilled fish so much, but now I cannot imagine a
day without having something from the bottom of the ocean. Funny to
admit that I know more names of squid in Korean than in my mother
tongue.

Even though it was not the UNESCOrated sceneries that brought me and all
my brushes, pencils, and canvases to the
island, I did start drawing the sea eventually. My first artworks were shy attempts to catch the vast blue space that
fills the canvas behind the yellow sand
and black rocky shorelines up to the
horizon line where it connects with the
skies. The sea has mesmerized me with
its wide scale of blues from green emerald glow to dark indigo blue. Little by little, all of my drawings started to have a
seashore background scenery whether I
was drawing a poster design or a simple
character illustration. Later, I got interested in the deeper layers of the sea
world, leading me to get the opportunity
of meeting haenyeo, the term for Jeju’s
female divers. These women left such a great impression on me not only
as fearless strong women doing everything for their families and for survival but also as experts of a world I was not familiar with. One day, I was
invited to participate in a kindergarten class wherein they wanted to introduce me to an innovative curriculum for kids to learn about their regional and cultural heritage. I was amazed at how the kids could name
fish and sea creatures I could not even recognize. It was right there that
I realized that there is a lot more to Jeju than the view you can see from
the tops of oreum.
Because of my curiosity and urge to learn about the things that surround
me, I started diving. I told myself that I will not bring a camera underwater
because what I wanted to do was record my experience and all the images
in my memory and recreate it directly from my imagination to my artworks.
Whenever I dive, I feel like a bird flying in the air. What surprised me the
most was the variety of textures, shapes, and colors I could see underwater
to the point that it beats that of what I see on land (or maybe we are just
so used to it that we miss its beauty). This is what I aim to portray in my
new artworks. The sea of Jeju has indeed led me to experiences that have
changed my point of view forever.
Agne Latinyte
Graduate of the visual and applied art program at the Vilnius Academy of Arts, Lithuania.
Having majored in illustrations and mixed-media art, Latinyte migrated to Jeju and has been
participating in diverse exhibition and artistic projects. Since 2015, she has been a graduate student
majoring in visual and applied design at Jeju National University.
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The Sea and Jeju Haenyeo’s Life Within
Author Cheol-in Yoo (Professor, Department of Philosophy, Jeju National University)

I recall a television show a while ago that featured a breath-holding match. The participants were a haenyeo (sea
woman) from Jeju, an Asian Games gold medalist swimmer, and a member of the synchronized swimming national
team. Who do you think won? Most, including Jeju haenyeo themselves of course, anticipated the triumph of the free
diving seafood harvester who is female by tradition. After a minute or so underwater, the haenyeo was the first to reach
for air among the three, to all of our astonishment.
Prolonged diving duration is not a necessity for a haenyeo. This is because her repeated underwater routine has naturalized the free diver’s body to be aware of when one ought to return to the surface for air without risking her life. In
haenyeo circles, there is a name for such a routine: muljil. Muljil denotes the underwater labor in which a free diver
reaches the ocean floor to gather marine product. For each round of muljil, sumbisori follows. This is the gasping sound
of a haenyeo catching her breath afloat the sea. In this line of work, life and death are only a moment apart, and for a
haenyeo, the greed for a prolonged underwater sojourning is among the greatest of vices; even though it may promise
greater harvest.
One does not become adept at muljil overnight; the skills are granted by experience. What one’s body acquires over
years of work is of more value than lung capacity or the ability to endure the cold waters. All Jeju haenyeo have knowledge of the tides, the winds, yeo (underwater rocks), and the habitats of each marine life. When it comes to whether
the weather conditions will allow for muljil, the judgment of sanggun haenyeo (high-ranking haenyeo) carries more
weight over the weather forecast.
Muljil is a model of sustainable progress. On the individual level, the greed for a greater yield is kept in check by one’s
lung capacity; and on the communal level, the marine resources are managed by imposing restrictions on harvesting
seasons, muljil hours, and size of the catch. For haenyeo, the undersea grounds are badabat (undersea farm), and the
community weeds the shorefronts and the intertidal grounds a few times annually. It is also a duty of a Jeju haenyeo
to participate in seeding the town fisheries with conches or abalone seeds. The life of a Jeju haenyeo is an embodiment
of coexistence with nature.
Despite the fact that muljil provides for haenyeo, it remains to be perilous work, and the haenyeo community has an
old saying that signifies it: “we go to work in jeoseung (the realm of the dead), and come back to yiseung (the realm of
the living) to spend our earnings.” Naturally, teamwork is critical in muljil. Even though fellow haenyeo are competitors
in a sense, they are also partners who mutually look out for potential sources of danger underwater, working in a
distance close enough to observe each other’s activities. Each spring, Jeju haenyeo wish upon the goddess of the sea,
Yowang Halmeoni (or Yongwang Halmeoni; Grandmother Dragon Lord), for safety under the waters and a good marine
harvest. This takes the form of a shaman ritual: jamsu gut (a diving ritual).
In the late December of 2015, the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries has selected the fishing activities of Jeju haenyeo
as the first-ever National Important Fishing Industry Heritage for the enduring tradition of muljil, the culture that
follows, the tenability of the practice, and the local government’s effort to preserve the value of haenyeo through policy
enforcement. In the coming November, UNESCO’s Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of Intangible
Cultural Heritage will determine whether the culture of Jeju haenyeo will be on the Representative List of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
The number of haenyeo is in a continuous decline; all the while the number of elderly haenyeo of more than 70 years
of age is growing. Even though the fundamental reason behind the attempt to list the culture of Jeju haenyeo as an Intangible Cultural Heritage is to preserve and pass on the old tradition, being indexed on the list is but one of many
ways through which we may ensure that the haenyeo culture lives on. To allow new generations of haenyeo to continue
the nature-friendly muljil, a protective measure must be taken: one that would ensure the steady income and healthy
life for haenyeo. Above everything, Jeju haenyeo themselves would have to take charge in reviving the dying seas by
reducing daily harvesting hours and annual seasons of muljil.

Preservation and Succession of Jeju Haenyeo

“Jeju Haenyeo,”
a Heritage of Humanity is
The Spirit of Jeju
Author Sun-yi Kim
(Deputy Chair, Committee for Preservation and Succession of
Jeju Haenyeo Culture)
Photography Han-koo Lee

As a country, we are putting together an effort to list Jeju
haenyeo as UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, which requires a recognition of the necessity for protection to the benefit of humanity. If the value of Jeju
haenyeo is recognized, it would be the first item in the history
of Intangible Culture Heritage that is exclusively a female
creation. This would surely bring attention from around the
world.

Cultural Heritage of Humanity Built by Women of Jeju
There was a time when haenyeo were looked down upon as
if they were working bare naked—even though diving suits
were worn—and mockingly called bulbojegi (an archaic
derogatory term for fishermen). To the eyes of Confucian
scholars in the Joseon period, diving suit worn by haenyeo
did not register as a proper garment, even though a functional
clothing that minimizes the water resistance was a necessity
for one to harvest marine life in the depths of the sea. Let bygones be bygones, but even the modern marine-related statistics feature a degraded term with the meaning of “nude
divers”: najameopja. I wish that this misrecognition is rectified as soon as possible.
I am often asked for how long haenyeo have been active in
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Jeju seas. Even the scholars who research haenyeo have been unable to give a definite answer, but a hypothesis can be formulated. If one were to find prehistoric remains within Jeju Island, the excavator would,
in all certainty, run into a great number of large abalone shells. Abalones inhabit only the undersea area
that is greater than 5 meters in depth and cannot be caught in exposed shores at low tides. It may be said
that even the prehistoric men dived to acquire such seafood.
Jeju haenyeo are with a strong fortitude that lets them dive 20 meters below the surface even in the depth
of winter. Scuba divers would know how much stress the human body endures when it dives to instantly
reach the sea floor without time to adjust to the pressure. Not only that, on the way up, the diver must
crash into the green glass-like wall of water headfirst to empty out her bursting lungs. Once she gets to
the sea, a haenyeo dives anywhere from a hundred to two hundred times. Driven by the desire for underwater goods, the accumulated stress of crashing into the green wall of water pressure leads to the bends.
During the period of Japanese colonial rule, the wealth acquired by haenyeo—not only throughout the
Korean peninsula but also in Japan, China, or the Soviet Union—was rather a catalyst for the Jeju economy.
People in Jeju were able to buy farms and homes, and the domestic economy was supported. Even the
wedding funds were put together by the soon-to-be-brides themselves. Spiritual and financial autonomy
were basic qualities of Jeju haenyeo.

Bulteok, a Place of Knowledge Sharing and Counselling
As such, the strong fortitude, the tenacious economic power, and the self-reliance—that requires no dependence upon men—of Jeju haenyeo are extraordinary features; however, the most notable virtue with
the value of a world heritage that Jeju haenyeo possess is in their spirit of community. Bulteok (a place
where haenyeo set a bonfire) was the cradle of such spirit.
Once a coastal girl reaches the age of 15, she is given the status of a fully grown person and welcomed as
a member of the haenyeo community. It was at this point a prospective haenyeo sits among the experienced
around the fire of bulteok, where the haenyeo take breaks, listening to their conversation and learning
about the sea. It was around bulteok where the ranks of haenyeo became evident. A bulteok was haenyeo’s
place of rest after their underwater routine. It is a bonfire made in the shades of rocks, shielded from the
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winds, or in the center of a stone-walled area. Once the changing areas, complete with modern shower facilities, have been built, bulteok is no longer used.
The best seat around bulteok was not a fixed spot. Depending on the wind on a given day, the spot with
the least smoke or fire flake flying into it would have been the best seat and was reserved for daesanggun
(head haenyeo). Centered on daesanggun, sanggun (high-ranking haenyeo) sat to the immediate left and
right, and then junggun (mid-ranking haenyeo) and hagun (low-ranking haenyeo) sat next. In a town with
a large number of haenyeo, separate bulteok for each rank—sangbulteok, jungbulteok, and habulteok—
were occasionally made. Bulteok were information centers for the haenyeo community and also focal
points of public opinion. Etiquettes and manners toward others were verified here, and one’s morals and
leadership would reveal themselves as well.
A haenyeo who comes out of the water first and starts the fire may be the one who is most susceptible to
the cold, but she also may be one of those thoughtful haenyeo who finishes her routine ahead of the others,
makes the fire, and helps the others with their haul. Naturally, there are more calculative haenyeo who
aim for short-term benefits and cannot control their selfishness; such actions discredit the opinions of
haenyeo in communal decisions and become the flaw that keeps one from reaching the higher ranks.
Bulteok, however, was not a mere place of rest for haenyeo: it was a place for sharing knowledge acquired
from experience, a place for counselling in which the hardships of life were shared, a place of discussion
where the future of the haenyeo community was determined, and at other times, simply a place of gossip
around town. As a young haenyeo learns the hierarchy among daesanggun, sanggun, junggun, and hagun,
she also learns of the responsibilities and ways of haenyeo, growing into a bona fide haenyeo who can
hold her own.

Bulteok, a Resting Place for Haenyeo ⓒ Haenyeo Museum
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A Beautiful Tradition with Love and Devotion
Traditionally, Jeju haenyeo have placed great value on the
community. Such regard for the community is shown in those
areas set aside for haenyeo of 65 or more years of age, to ensure that elderly haenyeo have steady income. Halmangbadang
(“grandmothers’ sea” in Jeju dialect), as described in hyangyak
(regulations of local communities in the Joseon period) records
of Daejeong-eup in Marado island, is a prime example of such
welfare for haenyeo. Also in Onpyeong-ri, Seongsan-eup, there
was hakgyobadang (school’s sea); in 1950, when the classrooms of Onpyeong Elementary School were all lost to a fire,
haenyeo of the town decided to name the area of the sea with
the highest yield as hakgyobadang (school’s sea in Jeju dialect), and to donate all profits from the area toward reconstructing the classrooms. This donation continued for a decade
or so, as the construction went on.
Ojo-ri, Seongsan-eup was also among the towns who donated
the profits from hakgyobadang to the school, aiding the
school’s operations. In the 1950s, 23 haenyeo from Hyeopjaeri, Hanrim-eup graciously gave up a part of the profits from a
harvesting expedition in Dokdo (Liancourt Rocks) for the
town, and the monument to their memory still stands in front
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of Hyeopjae-ri’s welfare center. Haenyeo of Gimnyeong-ri,
Gujwa-eup were happy to support the repair and maintenance
of the town Bonhyangdang Shrine.
Typhoons of various intensities pass through the Jeju Sea a few
dozen times each year; wind of such magnitude does not only
bring harm. However, as it also brings some benefit in the form
of pungjo: seaweeds being beached following a typhoon.
Pungjo is normally seen from later in the spring to the summer,
and makes a good sum of money if dried and sold. Claim of
pungjo is determined by the consensus of each town’s haenyeo
community; most towns give the right to collect this gift from
the sea to halmanghaenyeo (old haenyeo) of 65 years or older,
granting them an extra source of income.
In addition, haenyeo collect a certain part of the profit from
harvesting, creating a common purse; such funds are certainly
used to assist each other, and using the fund to support the entire town on various occasions (viz. senior citizen centers, welfare centers, school events, etc.) is indisputable. Tradition of
such compassion for one’s own community, with selfless love
and devotion, has always been passed onto the next generation
of haenyeo.

The Sea: More Gracious than Chinjeongjip (Maiden
Home) but Also Fearsome
The muljil (the underwater labor in which a haenyeo reaches
the ocean floor to gather marine product) routine of haenyeo
takes roughly 15 days in total for each month. Haenyeo works
a week at a time through the good tides, rests for eight days,
and goes back to work for another week or so. A haenyeo not
being out in the sea does not mean that she sits around home.
For being a haenyeo is something one does on top of farming.
A haenyeo may be out on the field in the early morning, weeding or harvesting, but as the low tide approaches, she runs to
the sea.
If there is a trouble at home, sickness, or a low yield from
muljil, haenyeo heads to the shrines on the coast. There are no
predetermined dates when one ought to visit, but one does so
on a day one believes to be lucky, early in the morning with a
small but thoughtful gift for the gods. When one is unable to
visit, she prepares “ji.”

1. Before going in for muljil, a haenyeo casts ji into the sea. ⓒ David Alan Harvey
2. Haenyeo’s ji. ⓒ Sun-yi Kim
1

2

For haenyeo, the sea is something that is both endlessly gracious and deeply terrifying. The sea provides for the haenyeo
and her family, and is a place better than their chinjeongjip
(maiden home); however, within the roaring sea, the threat of
death is constant.
No researcher has been able to properly scale or accurately
evaluate the amount of knowledge and wisdom that haenyeo
have with regard to the sea. I believe that Jeju haenyeo count
among the strongest of the women in the world who can live
on as long as there is the sea. However, to my regret, the number of haenyeo is in a sharp decline.
There was a time when haenyeo were in their prime throughout
the Jeju seas, from aegi haenyeo (baby haenyeo) of 15 years
old or so, to halmang haenyeo of 80 years of age. However,
today, a haenyeo of under 35 years of age is rare, and a
haenyeo in her teens or 20s is virtually nonexistent.
Coexistence with Nature through the Jeju Sea
At the moment, in the late December of 2015, there are 4,377
haenyeo who roam the Jeju seas. In addition to the roughly
4,000 haenyeo who peek in once or twice a year for the communal harvesting of agar algae, there are 10,000 or so haenyeo
today. As the elderly haenyeo in their 60s or 70s, the main
force of the community, pass away, the number of haenyeo is
getting smaller by the day. Fortunately, the negative perception
against haenyeo has certainly changed as of late, and more
young women aspire to become haenyeo.
Following the founding of Hanrim Haenyeo School, Beophwan Haenyeo School came into existence; and among the applicants are university professors and a good number of those
with masters or doctorates. Through their experience, the life
of haenyeo is being known in a more genuine manner. However, the haenyeo communities are reluctant to leave behind
their exclusivity. The inspiring daesanggun leaders who valued
beautiful tradition, tolerance, and morality are nowhere to be
found, and haenyeo communities are acquiring reputations as
selfish people throughout towns.
Even though governmental authorities are suggesting various
plans for haenyeo preservation, the existing haenyeo organizations are exclusive, rejecting young haenyeo. Accordingly,
there are many voices of concern, anxious that haenyeo will
disappear from Jeju. The disappearance of haenyeo would
mean that their unique culture will be lost.
Within the laws of haenyeo, raw and primal, both the pearllike wisdom and the rules of survival in nature can be found.
The tradition created by haenyeo is a maritime profession that
must be given more value and care in the 21st century, as the
ocean rises as the resource for the future. Furthermore, the
strong spirit, coexistence with nature, and the sense of community of Jeju haenyeo are valuable intellectual resource that
women of Jeju must inherit.
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Life of a Mother and a Daughter: Pyeongdae-ri Haenyeo

Gyeong-Ok, a super haenyeo who farms both badangbat
(undersea farm) and billewat (stone field)
Author Se-jin Song (Travel Columnist) Photography Il-sup Yi and Han-koo Lee

She has to be underwater by noon today. The problem is the agar
algae gathered from the sea yesterday. She had to unexpectedly
make a trip to Seogwipo in the morning, and the pile of unworked algae is taking up a good part of the floor. It does not
help that she needs to be in Busan tomorrow for a funeral. She
is out of time, and the forecast anticipates rain over the weekend.
At this rate, she would not turn down help even from a cat.
A classy interview was not what I had in mind to begin with
as I take a seat on the floor amidst the algae. I wish I could
help, but I am clueless as to how; all I can do is to watch
Gyeong-Ok go to work. As far as agars go, the ones with the
reddish hue make better merchandise, while the green ones are
of the lowest quality. Gyeong-Ok diligently flips the algae, letting the wet side go under the sun: all the while setting aside
the red ones. I try helping, but my actions are not pretty—all I
was doing was hurting my back—and simply amount to a
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clumsy mimicry.

“Men’s Work”: She Never Learned
It must have been the same for Gyeong-Ok: watch her mother
work, do as her mother did, and lend her mother a hand while
she worked. Then she herself became a mother: a seabound
mother of three. When she was younger, she sat on the shore,
waiting for her mother to come out of the water and helped her
carry the mangsari (a netted cage for caught marine products).
There are mechanical devices that do the job for her now, but
there was no such thing back then. When a haenyeo brings a
heavy haul of sea squirts or conches out of the water, a
“bakkatyangban” (a husband: “outside person”) went around
to help. However, Gyeong-Ok lost her father early on, never
knowing him. Naturally, there were no such thing as “a man’s
work” for Gyeong-Ok.

“You might want to put on something with long sleeves—unless you want sunburns on your pretty skin.”
Such thoughtful words for an unprepared guest. Gyeong-Ok
herself thoroughly uses sunscreen and makeup, but there is just
no avoiding the sun here. Without doubt, the sun here is something else: its intensity is nothing like the quick sunshine a traveler might catch out on the beach once in a while. The agars
are drying up well, for the very least. I feel something of a resentment toward the sunlight that gives me a tan, but I hear
that it is more preferable than constant rain. Gyeong-Ok tells
me that last May, there was nothing but rain; and all she could
do was to cry over the seaweed, rotting away, for which nothing could have been done. While we continue to flip over the
algae under the sun, one after another, Gyeong-Ok’s phone
continues to ring as well. A samchon (an “uncle”: a close male
acquaintance) wants to borrow a sack that he needs to make a
supply delivery, and another samchon inquires about the tides.
There was a brief commotion about the key to the fishing village association going missing, and the phone rings yet again.
Gyeong-Ok runs busily all around the place.
A Familiar Scene: “a Mother and a Daughter”
A raised voice intrudes. The “mother,” who was out at the potato field, came back. The voice relentlessly scolds Gyeong-

Ok, but I have little clue as to what is being spoken. GyeongOk briefly fills me in: the mother saw that none of her agar
was flipped over, and she gives the daughter a hard time for
being lazy. The mother is a hearing-impaired yet fully active
haenyeo: Gyeong-Ok’s mentor in her 70s who raised two
daughters as a single mother after she lost her husband early
on. As she does not hear all that well, her voice is at least a
few times louder than the others. The sound of Gyeong-Ok
being yelled at rings throughout the area, but the person who
is actually being subjected to it does not seem to mind all that
much: a familiar scene between “a mother and a daughter.”
However, their history is anything but familiar: “mother-anddaughter haenyeo.” Young haenyeo are incredibly rare nowadays, and Gyeong-Ok made big news when she first became
one; she was featured in a fair number of TV scoops and other
media.
“Do people come looking for you all the time? Are you tired
of it at all?”
A stupid question. She is already needed by a plenty of people
even before the reporters or the interviewers come around. To
anyone who comes looking for her, she shows generosity: no
greater to some, and no lesser to the others. Naturally, there is
no reason to be extra excited or extra bothered by my visit as
well. Not only that, she already has her hands too full to be

The little kiddo who followed her mom around
one day became a rookie haenyeo.
Now a respectable junggun (mid-ranking haenyeo),
she is needed by many around here.
Gyeong-Ok, full of life, is a wife to a man, a mother
to three children, and a prudent housekeeper.
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As a younger haenyeo,
there is much that falls
onto her shoulders.
She takes on the issues
with vigor and enjoys
the solving and
the pondering process.
Gyeong-Ok, taking her
place as a being of an
irreplaceable value,
gives a robust
impression of reliability.

bothered by me. She gives all her focus to the present task and
does neither overthink nor overcalculate things. This is how
she lives in the present.
The fishing season comes to an end soon, and Gyeong-Ok
would no longer be able to work out in the sea. For a moment,
I thought that she might be able to catch a break then, but I was
wrong. There is no such thing as leisure time for Gyeong-Ok;
on the off-season, she would be helping her husband in farming
organic carrots and potatoes. Just the mention of her husband
brings a smile to Gyeong-Ok’s face.
She fell in love at first sight: when she first saw her now-husband who tagged along his mother as a seafood broker.
Gyeong-Ok boldly approached first and eventually got her
love. What a woman she is! She says that she is still simply
smitten, even after the marriage and all the years.
Gyeong-Ok left for Busan with her beloved husband and settled there, only returning to Jeju after her husband’s business
and health failed. The return must have been a tougher decision
that it may seem now. For it was familiar back home; with all
the familiar people, the return was embarrassing in a sense and
needed courage.
However, she was indeed a strong woman. As she took a job
as an assistant administrator for the fishing village association,
she once again grew close to Jeju, to the sea, and to the
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haenyeo. In her younger days, she had sworn off being a
haenyeo as she assisted her mother’s work; for at the time, the
damned sea was something that only gave her work to do.
However, for the grown-up Gyeong-Ok, the sea is nothing less
than a cherished basis for life. It was not too long until GyeongOk decided to dive in head first into the said basis: she became
the rookie haenyeo. I asked her how old is the haenyeo just
above her in rank, and the answer needed some time to be calculated. As we ran into a fellow haenyeo who seemed to be an
eon-ni (an “older sister”: an older female acquaintance), I
asked about her. Gyeong-Ok says that she was indeed an eonni who is in her 40s, but as haenyeo ranks go, Gyeong-Ok was
the senior. Ha! Gyeong-Ok is not the rookie now. She is a respectable mid-ranking haenyeo with an eon-ni as her junior.

The Responsibilities for Young Haenyeo that Grow by the Day
The sea remains to be terrifying. Even today, she gets seasick
now and then. As she dives into the water head first, the wavy
seaweeds give her nausea. Rookie haenyeo learns the work
through the repetition of diving and vomiting. The diving time
does not exceed a minute. There are haenyeo who can hold her
breath well—reaching the two-minute mark—but most end
their dive around a minute. Within that minute, haenyeo pick
up seaweed and harvests abalone, sea urchin, or sea cucumber.

Going in and out of the water as such, haenyeo stays out on
the sea for five to six hours at a time. There is no room for
greed in haenyeo’s work; for no one trades her life in exchange
for it. Even so, there are unforeseen threats such as feet being
caught between rocks or hazardous jellyfish. It is for this reason haenyeo go to work in teams of a few. There are also
haenyeo with latex allergy: a rookie eon-ni haenyeo suffers
from it. Another danger she recently identified is the nitrogen
that accumulates within the bodies of haenyeo. Nitrogen poisoning is a type of the bends, showing various symptoms originating from the nitrogen within the bloodstream. She had little
clue why her entire body was itchy following muljil (the underwater labor in which a haenyeo reaches the ocean floor to
gather marine product) before, but she was recently told that
the nitrogen may have been the cause. She knows now, but
what about the haenyeo or samchon who had no idea of such
thing? She feels resentment toward the ignorant times: even
though it has been over 10 years since the hospitals in Jeju
were equipped with “chambers” that slowly draw out the nitrogen within an oxygenated room, the haenyeo had no clue of
such news. The responsibilities for younger haenyeo within
the community grow by the day. Now that she is a representative “young haenyeo,” many come looking for her, and there

is much knowledge to be shared in and out of the community
and much tasks to be done. No one forces her into the work: it
is something that she must accept, as a person who loves her
own work.
Whenever she can find the time, she shares tea with people
around her, reads books, gets people together for discussions,
and shares useful information. I asked her whether she likes
coffee. She answers that she enjoys Americano, going on to
ask me: “Isn’t it odd that a country girl likes Americano?”
Not at all. If anything, I feel closer to her. I should bring her a
nice roast on my next visit.
It is noon: time to head into the sea. Gyeong-Ok says that she
does not eat beforehand because of nausea. She picks up her
diving suit and mangsari, and heads to the haenyeo changing
area with her mother. She is busy changing and prepping, after
a quick drink of soy milk. That was all she had to eat the entire
day, but she is surprisingly upbeat for it. Each haenyeo has
three to four mangsari. Gyeong-Ok walks into the sea with
empty mangsari that already looks heavy enough with a leaded
6 kg weight on her waist. The mother heads to another direction: they must work in different sea farms. The Friday beach
was crowded with the incoming tourists, and Gyeong-Ok
swiftly walks through them, diving into the water. As her visage glimmers along with the waves far away, from somewhere,
I hear faint yet lingering echoes of sumbisori (the gasping
sound of a haenyeo catching her breath afloat the sea): “Hoit!
Hoit!”
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A Cradle of Haenyeo Training

Jeju Hansupul
Haenyeo School
Author Woo-jung Noh (Freelance Writer)
Photography Il-sup Yi

There is a school that teaches something that can only be
learned in Jeju and nowhere else in the world. The students are
not only from Jeju. Each Saturday, a fair number of students
outside of Jeju fly into the school from all around the country.
This is a school where the passion for learning reaches its peak
underwater in the heat of the summer, when all other schools
are in recess: Jeju Hansupul Haenyeo School.
Hansupul Haenyeo School is organized by Hantim-eup citizens’ committee; it was selected as the most outstanding business in Jeju-si’s specialization project for citizens’ committees
in 2007, and the city supported the founding of the haenyeo
school and haenyeo experience center in Gwideok-ri. The
founding was not even very costly: the diving suits for the students were donated by a company who resonated with the mission of the school. The town haenyeo became the muljil (the
underwater labor in which a haenyeo reaches the ocean floor
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to gather marine product) teachers, and the waters just outside
the harbor became the school; thus, the world’s only haenyeo
school, something none has attempted before, came into existence. Since the first class of students enrolled in Hansupul
Haenyeo School in 2008, there have been only 432 graduates:
people within and out of the island, immigrant women, foreigners, men and women, and from those in their 20s to 60s.
Even now, there are far more applicants than the student capacity. The widely popular school is only able to accept one
fifth of the applicants.
Mark Lippert, the US Ambassador to South Korea, Joins
as an Honorary Student
In this past May 14, there was a matriculation ceremony for
the 60 or so members of the ninth class of Hansupul Haenyeo

School, and a special freshman was in attendance: Mark Lippert, the US ambassador to South Korea. The ambassador
joined the school under special admittance and went muljil
along with the haenyeo. In the event, the ambassador, speaking
in flawless Korean, received a round of applause: “I am very
happy to meet the haenyeo of the school, and excited to learn
some of the neat haenyeo skills. I am ready, albeit a bit anxious.” He mentioned that he has been looking forward to learn
of the haenyeo culture and muljil for some time. The school
plans to again invite the ambassador to the graduation ceremony that will take place in August, following the completion
of the curriculum. It seems as if the haenyeo school is reaching
out to the world beyond Korea.
As Ambassador Lippert was the center of attention, a person
of young western visage with a hint of eastern features came
into my sight. I briefly spoke to her—Ms. Agnes Son of the
ninth class—and asked her how she came to enroll.
“I am pursuing my doctorate in
cultural anthropology. My mother
is American, while my father is
Korean; naturally, I have had interest in Korea. Then, I came to
learn about haenyeo, and thought
that about visiting Jeju. Soon after,
I chose my dissertation topic as
emigration to Jeju and have been
living here for a year. When I
Agnes Son
learned that there is a haenyeo
school in Jeju and there are many
immigrant students, I enrolled, because I do enjoy swimming.”
As she confessed that muljil is more difficult than it seems, she
showed a glimpse of her excitement for the school.
“It’s more demanding than I had thought. Today’s class had
me go into the sea for the first time since I got here, and even
floating on the surface holding onto tewak (a floating device
for haenyeo) was tough. I have thought that haenyeo, as a profession, is all glamour, and had no idea of the difficulties. I
look forward to learning the present and the tradition of Jeju
from the haenyeo teachers, and I am wishful that my experience here would assist my dissertation on emigration to Jeju.
There Are Haenam As Well
As I got the impression that the school was a very global enterprise, I spotted men with scruffy beards, standing around
shyly, among the freshmen group. Even though the school was
for haenyeo, it was the tradition of Hansupul Haenyeo School
to allow a certain portion of the students to be men, enabling
them to follow the path of haenam (a male variety of haenyeo).
I was told that having men around can be good as well, as there

are occasions where more physical strength is needed; in fact,
it is traditionally the men’s role to carry the haul from
haenyeo’s muljil.

“Go Pick up Some Gujenggi”
The classes of the haenyeo school are consisted of both theory
and practice. The first step is to theoretically learn fundamentals of muljil, including the basic history and life of Jeju
haenyeo, how to use various tools that haenyeo use, how to efficiently dive into water, how to breathe, which seafood are
valuable, and which marine creatures are dangerous. The deeprooted sense of community of Jeju haenyeo is also learned, albeit briefly.
Once the theory part of the course is over, the students reach
the practice part of the curriculum in which they finally dive
into the sea themselves. Once their swimming skills are tested,
the students are grouped into sanggun (high-ranking haenyeo),
junggun (mid-ranking haenyeo), and hagun (low-ranking
haenyeo), each with veteran haenyeo instructors. The instructors demonstrate free diving and teaches her methods. The instruction is careful and thorough, but the diving is not as easy
as it seems. Just floating atop the rolling seas is difficult
enough; to dive into the sea, grazing the sea floor, seems inhuman, and the respect for the haenyeo instructors grow. As the
classes progress, now the students are told to pick up gujenggi
(conch) from the bottom of the sea that were placed there beforehand by the school personnel, following a round of demonstrations from the haenyeo instructors. The students say that
through such process, they feel themselves quickly getting
used to the diving: even though the routine is demanding.
The classes of the haenyeo school reach the climax in the hot—
as if the sun will boil all the seawater around Gwideok—summer months of July and August, and in the end of August, the
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students graduate. Above everything, haenyeo school is indeed
a school as there is a graduation examination. In the last class,
the students are tested for their muljil skills that they have
honed thus far. The more predistributed conch they retrieve
from the seafloor, the higher points the students receive; the
winning strategy is to reach the conch in deeper waters before
anyone else. Even though it is not an official part of the exam,
there is a casual competition of “the best underwater graduation photo.” Under the waters of the haenyeo school, there is a
bronze statue of a haenyeo, sitting roughly 5 m below the surface. The graduation photo consists of the students diving,
holding onto the statue, posing for the photo. However, even
this is no easy task. I was told that no student has failed to do
this so far, but that may be because of the haenyeo instructors
holding your hand, guiding you to the statue themselves.
The sea may change at any given moment. It may be calm at
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one point, but once the wind blows in and the wave rises, a
danger may pose itself in a moment’s time. The relationship
between the haenyeo students are tighter than any other school,
thanks to the challenging muljil routine within the whimsical
Jeju seas. Such haenyeo school tradition carries on even after
graduation. The graduates volunteer in the matriculation or
graduation events of the next classes, and even sits in on the
classes as lifeguards; they also team up with the village fishing
associations and engage in fishery-cleaning community service
a few times a year. In the 10 years that Hansupul Haenyeo
School has been in existence, the school has already created
its own tradition, contributing to the Jeju society and to the
preservation of haenyeo culture, in its own way.
Attempt at Change to Maintain Its Pride
Even the school is doing well in many regards, it is not without
concerns. The governmental support was fiery in the beginning, but the support has slightly declined, and the budget became tighter. This forces the school to charge a certain amount
of tuition to the students for the first time in school history.
There have been tempting sponsor offers with various business
items, but to maintain the pride of the first-ever haenyeo school
in the world, external support is being avoided as much as possible.
Another concern is the continuous requests, both internal and
external, that the school ought to be operated in a more systematic manner, as the school faces its 10th anniversary. Because the operating body is consisted of the townsfolk and they
each have their own livelihood, it has been difficult for them
to give their full attention to the school. Accordingly, the
school created a chief administrator position that can oversee
the practical matters of the school; Mr. Choi Sang-Hun, a graduate from the seventh class, has been appointed. As such, the
school is attempting various changes such as systemizing the
classes, or celebrating a “day of the haenyeo school” for a town
fair.
I asked Administrator Choi about how the school came to become widely popular throughout the country.
“Many people think that Jeju, being surrounded by water, is a
place where anyone can jump into the sea and go for a swim
anywhere; however, in reality, there are many restrictions.
Haenyeo school, on the other hand, is a place where one is free
to dive into the sea; not only the school allows for a rare chance
to go for a dive with the haenyeo, but it also teaches muljil. I
think this is its greatest appeal to the public.”
“If I see the faces of the students, there are a variety of people
from all genders, ages, hometowns, or professions. Our application process separates the applicants from within and from
outside of the island, and in a given year, there are many students who fly into the island every Saturday. This would not
be possible if they did not have affection for the sea, haenyeo,

tion fees and all, but above all, the
difficulty lies in the cautious approach of the townsfolk with regard to accepting a new member
into the haenyeo community. A
reason behind such caution is the
reduced income, because of global
warming and the decreased productivity in the town fishery that
follows. Therefore, I believe that
Sang-hun Choi
Administrator
the haenyeo school will have an increasingly more important role to
play in the future, when the school may perhaps be entrusted
to officially train haenyeo. Because the graduates possess the
understanding of haenyeo and their community, along with
muljil skills, the only additional requirement for them to actually become haenyeo someday is to maintain close ties to the
haenyeo community.”

and Jeju. As far as the professions of the students go, the variety always surprises me. Not only there are common salarymen
or housewives, but there are also professionals, such as doctors,
lawyers, farmers, and writers, and I also sometimes see foreign
language teachers or immigrant women who live in Jeju.”
Many students enroll in the school for the experience of it, but
there are also people who inquire with the purpose of making
a genuine economic career out of it, perhaps because of the
economic recession. However, graduating from the haenyeo
school does not mean that anyone can readily become a
haenyeo.
“To become a haenyeo by graduating from the school—this is
a highly difficult task as of now. Even though the total number
of haenyeo, which was at 20,000 at one point, has reduced into
5,000 or so, a town welcoming a new haenyeo into the fold is
extremely rare. Joining the ranks of haenyeo is a great financial
burden, with the fishing association fees or national coopera-

Basis for Succession of Haenyeo Tradition Must Be
Widened
Even until last year, Hansupul Haenyeo School’s informational
pamphlet featured a catchphrase of “the cradle of haenyeo
training: the world’s only haenyeo school.” However, the
phrase now seems to be out of date; for another haenyeo school
came into existence, supported by the fishing village association of Beophwan-dong, Seogwipo-si. Since last year, Beophwan Haenyeo School has been eagerly pursing haenyeo
internship program.
The state of affairs is that the number of haenyeo is decreasing.
If all who have interest in preserving the haenyeo tradition put
their wisdom together, the haenyeo schools—operating in two
locations thus far—may be one of the ways; even though it is
not the only way. To train a talented haenyeo who can work
safely and efficiently, a loving instruction is necessary, as the
fishing association haenyeo gave to their own daughters and
daughters-in-law. I anticipate that the role of the haenyeo
schools will be to efficiently share critical knowledge to those
who aspire to become haenyeo, or to allow those of us who
wish to experience the life of a haenyeo—even though we may
not want to be one ourselves—to live as the haenyeo do for a
short period. If the schools do their part and contribute to
widening the basis for haenyeo preservation, I think that the
concerned voices with regard to the disappearance of haenyeo
will not be as loud.
Aside from those that take the form of a school, there are other
haenyeo-experience programs in “fishing village experience
towns” in Beophwan, Sagye, Hado, and Seongsan. It may be
good to pay attention to the preservation of Jeju haenyeo culture through the experience of being a haenyeo.
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Villages of Jeju
Strong community culture and solidarity have been the keys to life on Jeju.
Now is the time to visit and experience the unique traditions and customs of these neighborhoods.
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ⓒ Han-koo Lee

Biyangdo Island: a piece of volcanic remnants floating
above emerald-green sea
Biyangdo, the green island
A small island off the western tip of Jeju
Accessible in 15 minutes by boat from Halimhang
Port A scenic island of 100 inhabitants
Author Jun-seok Lee (Producer, Island TV)
Photography Il-sup Yi

Geumneung and Hyeopjae Beach are famous even
among locals for their scenic beauty. Biyangdo Island, the perfect venue for viewing the famed
beach, conjures up a paradisiacal landscape against
the backdrop of the emerald-green sea. Located
only three kilometers from Halimhang Port of Jeju,
Biyangdo can be reached in just 15 minutes by boat,
which makes three round trips between Biyangdo
and Jeju each day.
Biyangdo, which literally means “an island that has
flown (over here),” is also known as the millennial
island. Sinjeungdonggukyeojiseungnam, a book of
geography written in the Joseon period, records two
major volcanic eruptions that took place off the
southern coast of Korea in 1002 and 1007 under the
reign of King Mokjong of Goryeo. Locals believe
that it was these eruptions at the turn of the first millennium that created Biyangdo Island.
Directions
Take a boat from Halimhang Port, which travels to and from
Biyangdo three times a day.
Boat schedule (from Halimhang to Biyangdo): departures at
9:00, 12:00, and 15:00. (IDs required to purchase the tickets.)
The boat ride lasts for about 15 minutes, and may be cancelled
due to bad weather.
Contact: Tel. 064-796-7522
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Scholars believe that the island must have been formed long before the eruptions, but agree that volcanic eruptions are at the origin of this beautiful and
tranquil island.
Made up of two craters, Biyangdo Island is actually a small mountain that
rises 114 meters above sea level. A species of deciduous shrub named Oreocnide frutescens (Thumb.) Miq. and called biyang-namu by locals is found
nowhere else in Korea but on this island. A lighthouse that has guided the
seafarers of Jeju for decades still stands atop Biyangbong Peak. Climb atop
this peak, and you will have one of the best and most uninhibited views of
Jeju Island across the sea.
The beaches on the oval-shaped Biyangdo Island extend for some 3.5 kilometers in total length. The island is free of cars. Bicycles available on rental
are the only mode of transportation allowed for visitors. You can skirt the
entire island in just an hour and a half by taking a leisurely walk on the
beaches.
Bizarre and unique rocks and boulders are found all across the island. Some
of the better known ones are the Kokkiri-bawi (“elephant rock”), named so
because it resembles an elephant, and the Aegieobeun-dol (“rock with a
baby mounted on its back”), named so because it resembles the shape of a
woman holding a baby on her back. There are local myths of women who
finally succeeded to conceive children, after years of struggling to conceive,
because they prayed to this rock. The uniquely shaped rocks attest to the
history of volcanic activities. The Aegieobeun-dol was named a Natural
Monument of Korea because of its value as a natural evidence of ancient
volcanic activities. There is a small pond named Peollangmot Lake in the
southeastern part of the island. This salt marsh admits seawater via under-

3

4

1. Hyeopjae Beach of Jeju, seen from a side of Biyangbong Peak.
2. Peollangmot Lake, a salt marsh.
3. Olle, a neighborhood from which Biyangbong Peak can be seen.
4. Principal of the Biyang Branch of Halim Elementary School.

2

ground channels. It provides a habitat for a
variety of species, including big cone pines
and seaside lawngrass.
There are about 70 households still inhabiting
this small island. The months of June through
August mark the busiest season for local fishers because silver-stripe round herrings flock
around the island during this time of the year.
Lovingly called by locals kkotmyeolchi
(“flower anchovies”), this species of fish
cover the ports of Jeju and the surrounding islands with their silver sparkles, which is a rare
sight that can be seen only in summertime.
Kids have the time of their lives bathing and
swimming in the cold seawater by the ports.
They also learn to appreciate and respect nature by foraging for brown turban shells and
little crabs in the cracks of rocks. The sea and
the ports have been central to the daily lives
of locals for centuries.
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Peollangmot Lake
Biyangbong Peak

Principal of the Biyang Branch of
Halim Elementary School

2
Shooting Location of
TV drama series,
Spring Days.

Public Health Clinic
Biyanghang Port

Biyang-ri Office

Quay

1. Aegieobeun-dol
2. Kokkiri-bawi

A Haenyeo born and
raised on Biyangdo,
Ms. Sun-ae Koh shares her
summer memories and
recipes

Interview with Sun-ae Koh (chief
of the Biyangdo Fishing Village
Association)
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Interviewer: When did you start diving?
Koh: I wasn’t born a haenyeo (woman diver) but I
spent my childhood swimming and catching turban
shells of various colors. I come from an outside town.
I came and settled here because I got married. Then
I decided that being a haenyeo was the best way to
earn a living.
Interviewer: Was your mother a haenyeo?
Koh: My mother was a sanggun (an extremely skilled
haenyeo). The women in my family have been
haenyeo for three generations, including both my
grandmothers. Back when I was growing up, that was
the only job women could do to support their families and help their younger siblings get married.
Silver-stripe herrings, the quintessential taste of
Biyangdo according to Ms. Koh.
Silver-stripe herrings caught near Biyangdo Island
cost as 10 times as much as anchovies. Given the Korean law on protecting the species, local fishers can
catch the fish for only three summer months out of
the whole year. Silver-stripe herrings found on
Biyangdo in summer are at their fattest and tastiest.
Ms. Koh prepares the fish by boiling it in water with
slices of Napa cabbage. She adds chopped chili peppers at the end to eliminate the fishy smell.
Koh: We could hardly buy and eat anything that was
not grown or caught here. The food we ate changed
from season to season. In summer, we would make
soups with this fish. On Biyangdo Island, seafood is
always on the dinner table.
Ms. Koh handed us the silver-stripe herring soup she
just cooked.

The fish overwhelm you with their size first. Although
these herrings resemble anchovies, they are far
meatier and offer unique-tasting roe. A bowl of this
hearty soup will make you strong enough to withstand the scorching summer heat.
Biyangdo Island is famous for its beautiful landscape,
but it is this hot silver-stripe herring soup that captures the spirit and culture of the island. At the end
of the interview, when she was asked how long she
planned to live on this island, Ms. Koh answered:
“I will be here until I die. This is a treasure island.
Where else would I be?”

ⓒ Jeju Olle

Gapado Island: a field of endless green
barley waves in late spring
There is a small island located not far from Marado, the southernmost island of Korea.
Named Gapado, this island is the world’s first carbon-free island.
Throngs of people visit the island during the late-spring Green Barley Festival.
A small mountain rising 20.5 meters above sea level, the island also offers a panoramic view of Jeju.
Author Yeong-hee Kim (freelance writer) Photography Il-sup Yi

There are multiple accounts as to the etymology of the island’s name. Some believe it comes from stingrays, called
gaori in Korean, because the island’s shape resembles the curious-looking fish. Others think the island’s name means,
in Chinese, “an island to which sea waves are added.” Strong tides and winds have been characteristic of the island
since time immemorial. Sailboats regularly fail to set sail due to bad weather. Local farmers could not cultivate the
typical crops of mainland on their arid and windy soil. Barley was the only grain crop that thrived. Most of the barley
grown on this island is hyangmaek, a species of barley native to Jeju. Barley has provided an essential staple for the
islanders for centuries.
Almost two-thirds of the entire surface area of Gapado Island is dedicated to barley farming. In spring, the island
turns into a vast field of endless waves of green barley. Locals have been boasting the beauty of their late-spring
landscape by organizing the Green Barley Festival every April or May since 2009.
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The scene of a refreshingly green field, interspersed with the
low stone fences of houses and the vast blue open sea, is
characteristic of Jeju. Visitors find the scene therapeutic.
Gapado Island may be best known for its spring beauty, but
considerable numbers of tourists visit the island throughout
the year. The island is only 5.5 kilometers away from
Moseulpo Port on Jeju Island. Visitors praise the view of Jeju
from Gapado Island as the best of all views of Jeju. On any
fair-weather day, you can view all the six mountains of Jeju,
including Sanbangsan, Songaksan, and Hallasan Mountains,
from Gapado. Take a leisurely walk along the periphery of
the island, and your eyes will never be tired of the view of
the blue sea, Marado Island, and Sanbangsan Island on Jeju.
Nature is the best companion. Gapado Island also aspires toward being a carbon-free island, satisfying its energy needs
with new and renewable sources. The wind power generator
provides electricity for local households and businesses, and
electric vehicles are replacing existing cars. The Mediterranean-style utility poles also add to the island’s distinctive
aesthetics.
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Sangdonghang
Quay

Songdongpogu Port

Directions
There are four boats between Gapado Island and Moseulpo
Port everyday.
Boat schedule (from Moseulpo to Gapado): departures at 9:00,
11:00, 14:00 and 16:00 (*IDs required to purchase tickets.)
The boat ride lasts for about 15 minutes, and may be cancelled
due to bad weather.
Contact: Tel. 064-794-5490~3

Sangdong
Bonhyangdang

Sangdong
ⓒ 김동아

Agriculture Center
Daewonsa Temple
Grain Refinery
Seniors Center
Gapa Elementary School
Dolmen Colony
Entrance

Gapa-ri Office

Hadong

Fish Farm
Gomangmul
Hadonghang Quay

자연산 해풍자연건조
가파도 돌미역, 가사리, 모자반, 톳
문의 064-794-7108 (가파도 어촌계사무실)

Hadong Village Halmangdang

Why Gapado Island is
the best place to live

Interview with Myeong-hwan Jin
(Gapado village chief)

Interviewer: Why do you think Gapado Island is so
charming?
Jin: Gapado is a small island with less than 200 inhabitants. Much of the island still remains pristine
and retains the old ways of living. The highest spot
is only 20 meters above sea level, which is why you
can take in the view of the green barley fields and
the blue sea at once from anywhere on the island.
This place is popular among young urbanites who
wish to take a pastoral break from their busy modern
life. It is also an important part of Jeju, with its own
rich mythology and tradition.
Interviewer: How has the Green Barley Festival affected the island?
Jin: Over 50 hectares of the island’s surface turns
green to yellow from winter to early spring. The
green barley create endless waves in April and May
due to the strong winds from the sea. The Green Barley Festival invites mainlanders to enjoy the serenity
and idyllic landscape of the island. It also features a
wide range of programs run by locals, such as the
treasure hunt through the barley field, fishing in the
fishing farms, free tastings of grilled conches, and so
forth.
Interviewer: How has the project of making Gapado
a carbon-free island been coming along?
Jin: Locals have launched the carbon-free island proj-

ect with the goal of achieving complete freedom
from carbon by 2030. Solar and wind power generators have been installed to provide electricity and
energy for locals. There are also electric vehicles in
operation across the island.
In addition to an uninhibited view of Jeju, Gapado Island also provides a beautiful nightscape. Visitors are
strongly recommended to stay on this island
overnight. Having launched initiatives for making the
island carbon-free, the islanders have also begun to
create community guesthouses for visitors.
The islanders also produce and sell various barley
products on their own.

Contact: Gapa-ri Office, Tel. 064-794-7130
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Experience a fishing village in its most original form

A history of living off the sea as the community field
Hado-ri in Gujwa-eup
Author

56

Sun-ah Lee

Photography Il-sup Yi

The monsoon season is upon us. Rain is a familiar presence in
Jeju, where it rains on 140 days a year. Yet there is still something special about the rainfalls of monsoon. The seemingly
endless repetition of overcast skies and sporadic rainfalls
serves as a precursor to the coming summer that will heat up
the entire island. The village of Hado-ri in Gujwa-eup, which
used to be called Byeolbang historically, boasts a lengthy
coastal trail that extends for 6.7 kilometers. Residents of this
fishing village also grow carrots, radishes, and other such vegetables on the area that gently slopes downward toward the sea.
Gujwa alone produces 70 percent of all carrots produced in
Korea.
If you still miss the pastoral scenes and the slow lifestyle featured on The Idyllic Days, a Korean TV series that ran for 22
years, Hado-ri will instantly take you into a scene of that series,
with its open fields, stone fences, and houses crouching together. There is an increasing number of visitors who visit
Hado-ri solely for the sake of seeing its well-tended fields and
stone fences. The landscape here, filled with all the versatile
colors of nature throughout the year, soothes visitors. The
seven neighborhoods of this village are homes to some 1,500
residents.

A village with the largest haenyeo population on Jeju
Course 21, the last of the Olle Trekking Trails in Jeju, has its
starting point at the Haenyeo Museum. The relatively short
course, extending into the village of Jongdal-ri, can be completed in just three to four hours. The Haenyeo Museum, marking the entrance to Hado-ri, was erected here in 2006 for a good
reason. The village was the cradle of the haenyeo-led resistance
movement against the Japanese during the Japanese occupation
period. Along with Udo Island, Hado-ri is also home to the
largest haenyeo population on Jeju. The museum provides
relics and lessons on the history, culture, customs, and practices of Jeju’s brave women divers. It is impossible to know
Jeju without knowing the lives of these women. The history of
haenyeo coincides with the history of the island itself.
There are about 260 haenyeo living in Hado-ri today. These
women, mostly in their 60s, dive into the cold sea from autumn
to spring to collect and catch tot (hizikia fusiforme), gamtae
(Ecklonia cava), conches, and other varieties of seafood. Having spent the month of May on mostly collecting cheoncho for
making agar, haenyeo of Hado-ri focus on catching sea urchins
these days. Hado-ri used to produce sizable quantities of seaweed in the past. The seaweed from Hado-ri was praised all
across the nation for its quality before the seaweed farming became a common practice off the southern coast of mainland
Korea. Haenyeo today change into thick rubber diving suits to
carry out diving for four to five hours on end. In the past, however, all these women had were single layers of thin clothes.
They could not last for more than an hour in the sea in the winter. Because water service had not been introduced, haenyeo
had to dry their seawater-drenched diving clothes as much as
they could over bonfires.
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Locals have opted for rich nature instead
of their personal wealth.
They are dedicated to preserving and
restoring the old,
seeing it as the key to the future of the village.
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Shamanism has been the religion of locals. Hado-ri still retains two bonhyangdang (also called halmangdang) where
shamans would perform their rituals. Samsinhalmangdang
used to be where locals gathered on January 12 every lunar
year to hear fortunetelling and pray for the peace and health
of their family members. On lunar February 13, locals gather
at Gaksidang on a seaside hill to the east of Sindong to perform Yeongdeungmajigut to welcome Yeongdeunghalmang,
the goddess of the sea. Shamans used to perform rituals for
the safety of haenyeo here as well, but not any more. Each
of the seven neighborhoods in Hado-ri also had illuedang,
where locals would go when their children fell ill. Only one
of these altars remain today. Hado-ri is also home to numerous other religious facilities, such as Buddhist temples and
churches. Seung-seon Kim, the village chief, thinks that the
number of these facilities perhaps attests to the harshness of
life the locals have had to endure.
“Hado-ri is still far from being affluent,” Kim says. But he
is proud of his village, because time still flows slowly in
Hado-ri even though things are changing at a whooping pace
elsewhere in Jeju. While other villages have enthusiastically
welcomed developers and massive construction projects, the
villagers of Hado-ri remained steadfastly focused on keeping
what they have inherited from the past. Locals have refrained
from creating new fish farms aside from the single community fish farm. They remained respectful of the old, and

sought to preserve their natural environment as best as they
could. Nevertheless, the tide of development has begun to
sweep across Hado-ri as well. A village development committee was assembled to brainstorm and prepare various new
activities and projects. Nevertheless, the committee still confines its focus to conservation and restoration, including the
repair of the old-style vegetable gardens and fences. The villagers still put community above profits.

The number of tourists who visit Hado-ri to enjoy
the sight of its well-preserved fields
is rapidly increasing.
The landscape here, filled with all
the versatile colors of nature
throughout the year, soothes visitors.

Hado-ri retains traces of old Jeju. Walk along the beach from
the Haenyeo Museum, and you will discover Byeolbangjin,
Jeju Monument No. 24. It is the site of a military camp that
Jang Lim, then the magistrate of Jeju, built in 1510 under the
reign of King Jungjong to ward off Japanese invaders in the
early-Joseon period. The camp site extends for some 1,008
meters. There used to be 11 bulteok, the sites where haenyeo
made bonfires and dried their clothes, in Hado-ri, and four
of these remain to this day. Three of them even preserve their
original shapes. There are a sizable number of wondam as
well. These are stone structures built on the shore so that fish
would get caught in them at high tide and people could catch
the fish at low tide. The landscape features multiple small
ports, an extensive coastal road, and low fences of vegetable
fields made of black basalt. The basalt fences used to be hire
before the coastal road was built. These fences were crucial
to protect vegetables against the salty sea wind.
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Rapport between natives and settlers is essential to happy
community
There is a boom of migration to Jeju in Korea. The number of
households in Hado-ri has increased rapidly to well over 100,
and stays on rise. In the past, villagers treated one another as
family members, taking care to know how one another was
doing. With an increasing population of strangers and settlers,
however, villagers find it difficult to maintain their neighborly
customs. The immigration of young families has fortunately
increased the number of children and teenagers. But the growing community is in need of official and effective channels of
communication. Village chief Seung-seon Kim intends to create occasions for more gatherings. He knows that communitybuilding is a process that cannot be forced or hurried. That is
because everyone’s happiness matters above and beyond community.

The absence of rivers and estuaries
makes the sea of Hado-ri all the more
clean.
The fishing association strives to restore the local marine ecosystem.

“Hado-ri lacks two things: rivers and
hills.”
Village chief Kim says. Free of rivers
Yeong-bong Koh,
that carry dirt from the land into the sea,
a proud resident
the sea of Hado-ri boasts extreme cleanness and clarity. This is also thanks to locals’ conscious effort
to limit the development of on-land structures and fish farms.
Global warming and pollution from distant sources nonetheless have started affecting the local fishing industry. Overfishing is another cause to blame. In an effort to protect the local
fish resources, the local fishing association has limited the
number of days local fishers could work and the quantities of
fish they could catch. The action has turned out to be effective,
as confirmed by the increasing populations of conches and
agar-gar. The fishing association even received the Presidential Award for Autonomous Fishing Management Communities in 2013.
Koh Yeong-bong, a man in his 60s who volunteered as the village curator during the interview for this article, was a rich
source of stories about the village. Exposing a well that was
filled due to bad judgment and was later dug up again, and
other traces of the old village that could not be restored faithfully, Mr. Koh kept lamenting the present state of the village.
“If we develop everything, what would our offspring do? We
must protect our village so that our offspring could inherit it
from us as we inherited it from our forefathers.” Like village
chief Kim, Mr. Koh was also a staunch believers in preservation and restoration.
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Hadori Wintering Site for
Migratory Birds

Jimibong Peak

Clean spring water, clean seawater
A picturesque scene
Filled with fun activities

Hado Fishing Experience Village
Hado-ri is one of the six fishing experience villages
in Jeju. Head over to Hado-ri Fishing Experience
Village, nicknamed “the garden of Goddess
Yeongdeung,” and you will be offered a variety of
activities and programs run by the local fishing association. Book your visit in advance, either on the
website or via telephone, and you can collect
seafood from the shorelines, grill turban shells over
bonfires at bulteok, follow local haenyeo to dive
into the sea, try bamboo pole fishing, enjoy snorkeling, and catch the fish caught in wondam. These
activities are quite popular among sea-loving visitors. Locals strive to develop innovative visitor programs that are safe to both participants and the
natural environment.
A natural habitat for crinum lilies and the largest
wintering site for migratory birds in Jeju,
Hado-ri is a home for many rare and endangered
species
Walk past Guldongpogu Port, and you will see a
small island floating not far from the shoreline.
Known as Tokkiseom (literally “rabbit island”), the
island is the only natural habitat for crinum lilies
in Korea. The island was named so because its
shape resembles that of a rabbit in July and August
when it is covered by the crinum lily blossoms. The

Bamboo pole fishing

road extending from Hado-ri toward Tokkiseom Island is named Munjuran-gil, or “the road of crinum
lilies.” Locals love this exotic-looking species of
flowers. Facing the island is an area that used to
be a salt field in the past. The area has turned into
a colony of Hamabo mallow (hibiscus mallow) and
jack beans (Canavalia lineata), both of which are
protected as Korea’s Natural Monuments. Jack
beans, in particular, can be found in only a handful
of areas, such as Biyangdo Island and Udo Island.
Locals call it the haenyeo beans because pregnant
haenyeo would eat them to induce miscarriage.
A vast open field of fine white sand: Hadori Beach
Beach lovers love Hadori Beach for the shallow, yet
crystal clear, seawater. Across from the beach is
Jeju’s largest wintering site for migratory birds. Locals and tourists gather on a small site of spring
water, which is connected to a nearby lake during
summer. The site welcomes 3,000 to 5,000 birds of
30 or so species every winter, including spoonbills,
oriental white storks, herons, and cormorants. The
site is covered with the silky waves of reed flowers
every autumn. Locals do not dare violate this natural sanctuary for rare species of plants and animals.
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Embracing everything Jeju has to offer

Hwasun-ri, situated deep in a gotjawal
extending from the middle of a mountain to the beach
A small village in Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo City, Hwasun-ri includes the sea,
the rivers, the hills, and the gotjawal that characterize the dynamic landscape of Jeju.
Home to the Rural Character-Building School and designated a
Rural Experience and Relaxation Village,
Hwasun-ri provides everything that Jeju has to offer.
Author Hye-ri Jang (Island Story Inc. writer) Photographs by Han-koo Lee

A drone image of Hwanggaecheon River in Hwasun-ri
ⓒ Island TV

Hwasun-ri, a tranquil village in Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo City, is located
between Sanbangsan Mountain to its west and Wollabong Peak to its east.
The abundance of freshwater has led original villagers to settle here. The
historic name “Beonnae,” by which Hwasun-ri was known prior to the 18th
century, originally referred to the area encompassing the port and the village.
The present-day Hwasun-ri includes not only the area of Beonnae, but the
neighboring village of Gonmul as well.
Beonnae and Gonmul are also the names of the two major streams of freshwater found in Hwasun-ri. The former runs across the village to join Hwanggaecheon River in downstream. The name, literally meaning “a widening
stream” in the local dialect, reflects how the stream gets wider as it joins
the larger river.
Accounts differ as to the exact origin of the name Gonmul. Some believe it
comes from goeulmul, or “the village water,” as it flows from the village
higher up on the mountain to the lower village. Others believe it was originally gotmul, because the stream has its origin in the spring water found in
the middle of the neighboring gotjawal.

Hwasun Gotjawal and the Ecology Forest Trail
Hwasun-ri is situated in an area where groundwater meets the river streams.
It is also home to Hwasun Gotjawal, nicknamed “the lungs of Jeju.” A
unique lush forest found 492 meters above sea level, Hwasun Gotjawal extends for about nine kilometers, east to west, between Sanbangsan Mountain
and the beach of Hwasun-ri. Gotjawal is the local word for this narrow strip
of unarable jungle-like land, where trees, vines, and rocks are tangled up
with one another. Locals grazed their cattle and obtained woods here.
The gotjawal retains traces of the fences locals installed to prevent the cattle
from running away, of grass huts locals used to engage in some productive
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activities, and even of Japanese military facilities that were set up during the Japanese
occupation period. The forest is in a remarkably pristine state, despite it being only one
kilometer away from the village. The gotjawal is famous the world over for being a
unique forest where the plants of both the warmer and colder regions are found. The
tangled roots and vines of trees exposed on rocks add to the fantastical scene of the forest. It is also home to over 50 rare and endangered species, including red bark oaks,
common calanthe, whipcord eyelash ferns, Korean paradise flycatchers, and Korean
bush warblers.
The Ecology Forest Trail running across Hwasun Gotjawal is accessible and enjoyable
even to novice trekkers, as it takes trekkers through the natural gotjawal, and connects
onto the Songyi Trekking Trail and the cedar decks. Walk for about half an hour to
reach the observatory at the top, and you will gain a better view of this primeval forest
set against the backdrop of Sanbangsan Mountain.
Hwasun Gotjawal curators will also tell you about the volcanic origin and geological
transformation of Jeju in detail.
A curator that accompanied me on my trail told me: “Hwasun Gotjawal has been a
place of healing and health for locals. I used to play here with my friends as a kid, chopping wood and grazing our oxen.”
“Water drips into the ground through the cracks in the rocks, which serve to keep the
ground heat intact. That is why ferns and other green leafy plants continue to grow here
even in the middle of the winter, inviting locals to graze their cattle here. Deer also
thrive here, as there is plenty for them to eat.”

Course 1: Natural Energy Center à Entrance of Gotjawal Exploration Trail à Observatory à Ecology Forest
Parking Lot (2 kilometers in length, 50 minutes of walk).
Course 2: Ecology Forest Parking Lot à Observatory à Jeju Sculpture Park (1.8 kilometers in length,
40 minutes of walk).
For curators, call 070-4415-9008.

Hwasun Gotjawal Trekking Trails:
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Hwasun Golden Sand Beach
Hwasun Golden Sand Beach, Course 10 of Jeju’s Olle Trekking Trail, is a beautiful
beach surrounded by Sanbangsan Mountain in the back, and opening onto a seascape
that includes views of Hyeongjeseom, Gapado, and Marado Islands. The sizable beach,
extending for 250 meters in length and 80 meters in width, is full of gold-colored fine
sand. The sand here actually contains gold, so much so that there used to be a mining
office here until the 1960s.
Hwasun-ri boasts abundance of freshwater. The water from the springs in the village’s
mountain flows all the way down to this beach, enough to create a freshwater pool right
in front of the sea. Full of ice cold water even in the middle of summer, the pool offers
a variety of amenities, including parasols, a wooden pavilion for lounging, and a
shower.
The seawater facing the beach runs deep and tranquil on the surface. This makes the
area a perfect candidate for a port. There is indeed harbor construction work underway
by the Hwasunhang Port. Locals capitalize on the depth of the seawater to run various
recreational programs at the Jeju Marine Recreation Park. The park provides yachts,
sea cycles, kayaks, and rafting boats on rental as well as lessons all year round, inviting
visitors to explore the sea of Jeju in depth.
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Seyangmul, the living spring water
Jeju islanders used multong, or buckets, for gathering and storing freshwater from nearby springs. Hwasun-ri is home to many of these water
buckets, with some being quite sizable. The sites of these buckets, flowing with freshwater all year round, used to be where local housewives
gathered to do their laundry. Today, they provide a welcome relief from
thirst for locals and tourists. The sites of seyangmul or “drinking water”
was where people gathered to draw water and chattered about all sorts
of topics.
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Hwasun Gotjawal
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Quench your thirst for
a dynamic journey, encompassing
ecology, culture, and recreation!
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Recreation Park
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Hwasun-ri Office

Meet the diverse ecological and cultural
treasures of Jeju, and enjoy all the five types
of “baths” the island’s nature has to offer,
including the sunlight, forest, rock energy,
seawater, and freshwater baths.
The Jeju Marine Recreation Park, run by locals,
offers a wide range of marine recreation
activities and programs, including the
unpowered hobby yachts, sea cycling,
kayaking, and seawater rafting.
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Hwasunhang Port

Hwanggaecheon River
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Record of the Scenery

Tying the past and the
present together

Water ritual
of the
Baekjung
Day at
Sojeongbang
Waterfalls

ⓒ Jae-cheol Seo
1970s
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ⓒ Han-koo Lee
2016

Jeju islanders have the custom of “welcoming” or bathing in freshwater on every lunar July 15, which they called the
baekjung day, believing that such baths would free them of stomachaches, backaches, and wintertime colds. This
way, locals took a break from the toil of tending to their fields under the scorching sun, and cast the heat away with
cold water.
Photographer Jae-cheol Seo was an editor-in-chief at a provincial newspaper company. Founder and manager of Nature Love
Museum, he uses photography to capture his deep insights on Jeju.
Photographer Han-koo Lee continues to expand his unique world of photography, taking photographs of the diverse natural and
cultural landscapes of Korea. He heads Ryugaheon, a photography gallery.
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Taste of Jeju

Summertime Cooking in Jeju

“Buru hokkeum
todang ora!”
(“Get me some lettuce from the garden!”)
Yong-jin Yang
(Director, Jeju Local Cuisine Preservation
and Research Institute)

Cooking and eating are made all the more
pleasurable in summertime Jeju, with fish,
anchovies, and sword tip squids freshly
caught from the nearby sea, variety of seaweeds and shells foraged from the rocks on
the shorelines, and fresh vegetables from
the backyard.

As barley on the fields turns golden and the harvest nears, the entire island of Jeju begins to bustle with excitement. In the past, the barley harvest
meant the end of the famishing spring and the arrival of the plentiful summer. Summer is by far
the season of the greatest abundance for Jeju. For
the arid land of Jeju has been hostile to rice cultivation, and barley has been providing the much
needed staple for the islanders. The availability
of a summer cereal may not be enough for some
to equate summer with the season of abundance.
What about other cereals, fruits and vegetables?
Wait until you understand what summer really
means for Jeju. Many things here reach their most
abundant, ripest, and tastiest in summer.
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The sea is indispensable to the lives and dinner tables of Jeju
islanders, and this could not be truer in summer. The environment of an island has led people to befriend the sea, particularly in summer when the heat became unbearable. Diving into
the seawater to escape the scorching heat, Jeju islanders naturally came to discover the species that turn their tastiest in summer.
The list of most favored and popular ingredients featured on
the typical dinner table of Jeju differs significantly from those
of other regions. The seafood-loving towns of Korea’s southwest coast may appear to share similar ingredients with Jeju,
but that is not the case upon closer examination. Southwest
coastal towns prize sea basses, croakers, and other such large
species of fish as the best of summer. Jeju islanders, on the
contrary, favor five smaller species of fish that ends with ri in
their names, i.e., dageumbari (saw-edged perches), benjari
(chicken grunts), bukbari (red-spotted groupers), jari (pearlspot chromises), and gaekjuri (unicorn filefish). Other smaller
species of seafood, such as mel (anchovies) and hanchi (swordtip squids), are also popular. Anchovy soups, pear-spot
chromises boiled down in sauces, salted and grilled fish, and

Bareutguk
Rocks on the shorelines of Jeju are rich sources of all sorts of
seafood in summer, including abalones, conches, blue
abalones, brown turban shells, sea urchins, and crabs.
Bareutguk is the assorted seafood soup made with all these
ingredients one has foraged and gathered from the nearby
rocks. Locals pronounce the word, which literally means “sea
soup,” bareu-kuk.
Some add dried seaweed. Others add doenjang. Bareutguk
proper is prepared with all sorts of seafood, boiled in a single
earthenware bowl with doenjang.

raw slices of squids or fish mixed with other vegetables are
commonly featured on islanders’ tables during summer.
The abundance of seafood adds to the excitement of meal time
in Jeju during summer. The rocks and shallow seawater, found
on over 80 percent of Jeju’s shorelines, hide plenty of species
that are highly prized as delicacies on mainland, such as
abalones, sea urchins, conches, brown turban shells, crabs, and
octopuses. These shellfish and crustaceans are commonly
found on the shorelines of mainland Korea as well. Even the
same species of these sea animals, however, can have quite different shapes, textures, and tastes depending on whether they
live in mudflats, sandy beaches, or black basalt rocks such as
those that dominate the shorelines of Jeju.
Jeju islanders also prepare and eat their field vegetables in
ways different from those of mainlanders. Jeju is probably the
only region in Korea where soybean leaves are eaten raw.
Chives are the most favored herb. The green chili peppers
grown on Jeju are renowned for their extra spice and sweetness, and provided the basis for the cheongyang variety that
people use to add heat to their dishes. Aromatic perilla leaves
and buru (lettuce), which grows in abundance on every veg-

Hanchi (sword-tip squids)
The name hanchi, which means “one foot,” reflects the fact that
these squids are one-foot long.
Abundance of these squids gathers around Jeju in summer.
These squids are much more tender in texture than other squids,
so locals prefer to eat them raw, mixed with vegetables and
water. Whole sword-tip squids boiled in water, with all their ink
intact and dipped in doenjang vinaigrette, make a delicacy.

Melguk
Locals prepare this anchovy soup by plucking the heads off freshly caught anchovies and
pressing them to drain them of entrails. The fish then would be dunk in boiling water.
You might suspect this is too particularly fishy a dish for any novice to try. In fact, the soup hardly
smells “fishy.” Its broth will be the most flavorful of all soups you will have ever tasted. Minced
green chili peppers add extra heat and flavor.
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etable garden, almost never go missing from meal tables. As summer progresses, locals use cucumbers to
make cold and sour soup. They even make the barklike skins of watermelons into salads and kimchi.
I used the word “dinner table” to refer to what Jeju
islanders eat. But dinner in summertime Jeju is properly eaten not on a table, but on straw mats outside
houses.
The unforgiving heat of the summer sun would keep
the insides of houses warm into the evening. Eating
dinner in such heat would have been difficult for islanders. That is why they have taken to the habit of
unfolding straw mats on their gardens and eating their
dinner on those mats.
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Summer Cooking
In summer, unlike in other seasons, Jeju islanders would unfold straw
mats on their lawns and enjoy their dinners amid the refreshing evening
breeze. Steamed rice with freshly harvested barley grains, when stored
in a porous bucket, would not spoil for up to two days even in summer.
Locals also favored cold soups made with unfermented soybean paste.

The dinnertime scene remained more or less the same from village to village in Jeju until the 1970s. Kids would be playing
on olle or wide roads. At dusk, villages would be filled with
the voices of mothers calling their kids, saying: “So-and-so,
come back to the house and have your dinner!” Thus summoned, kids stopped playing and ran back to their homes.
Upon their arrival, adults in their households would tell them:
“Buru hokkeum todang ora,” meaning, “Go get some lettuce
from the garden.” Kids would then head for uyeong, their respective vegetable gardens, and pluck lettuce. They would return to the house, rinse the lettuce with a bucket of water drawn
from the water jar in the kitchen, and join the rest of the family
already seated on the straw mat. There they would find a large
metallic bowl filled with steamed barley, small bowls filled
with cold cucumber or tot (hizikia fusiforme) soup, pickled
garlic, fermented anchovy paste mixed with minced garlic and
toasted sesame seeds, and a small plate of uncooked doenjang
(fermented soybean paste). On a slightly larger plate were either pearl-spot chromises or anchovies, grilled and boiled
down in sauces. The family members would put everything on
a lettuce or perilla leaf and eat up the entire meal in less than
no time amid the cool breeze blowing from the west where the
sun had set. This was the abundance of summer in Jeju, available to everyone equally.
Summer in Jeju has thus meant abundance of food, shared in
a relaxing and natural atmosphere with loved ones.

Jariguyi
Pearl-spot chromises are at their tastiest in summer because they
become full of roe.
Locals grill these fish not even without scaling them first.
All they do is to add some salt while the fish are still fresh and
grilling them over direct heat. The scales and skins get all crisped
up. It is nearly impossible to perfectly bone these little fish. So locals
removing
usually eat them whole without
bones. Start eating the fish from the heads first,
and you will soon fall in love with these crispy
and nutty-flavored fish.
The fish must be cooked until slightly
burned, and enjoyed from head to tail
and not the other way around,
because eating them by their tail first
will make you choke on their bones.

Shuindari
Steamed rice would spoil soon in hot
weather. Housewives recycled spoiled
steamed rice by fermenting it with yeast.
The resulting produce was diluted with cold
water, slightly boiled, and filtered.
If left for a long time, shuindari turns into a vinegar.
Jeju islanders used the shuindari vinegar to season almost all their cold
summer dishes in an effort to prevent food poisoning.
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Healing Forest of Seogwipo
Written by the editorial staff Illustrations by Na-hyeon Kim
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Eomburang Healing Forest Trail ⓒ Korea Forest Service

Pleasures of solitary walks
through a Hinoki cypress forest

ⓒ Seong-gyu Hong

The way to a forest is always exciting. The lush green of the forest finally frees our eyes from computer
screen fatigue and puts our minds at ease. The soothing and therapeutic effects of forests are drawing
increasing attention worldwide. The Healing Forest of Seogwipo was finally unveiled to the public on
June 26. The forest, expanding between 320 meters and 760 meters above sea level, occupies some
174 hectares of public land on and around Sioreum. The forest is the second largest of healing forests
in Korea, next only to the one in Jangseong (258 hectares). Jeju was already famous for its countless
forests, forest trails, parks, and trekking courses that continue to draw large numbers of locals and outside visitors. So, you might wonder, what makes the Healing Forest of Seogwipo so special? First of
all, the forest provides habitats for a remarkably wide range of plants associated with both warm temperate and temperate climate zones. The most visible of these species are the Hinoki cypresses, which
have grown so thick and tall over several decades that it takes two or more people to circle each of
them. The lush Hinoki cypress forest emits plenty of phytoncides, negative ions, and other natural
substances that have a soothing effect. A healing forest in Korea refers to “an artificially made forest
that provides diverse environmental factors toward strengthening the immune system and health of
human visitors.” Forest therapy is already popular in Korea as a natural way for strengthening the
human body and mind. There is an increasing number of studies confirming the positive effect of the
shapes, sounds, aromas, ions, sunlight, and food of forests on human health and immunity. Making a
single visit to a forest would not make a dramatic difference, but you will certainly feel de-stressed
and reinvigorated as you trail across the Healing Forest of Seogwipo, preferably with an expert guide.
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The Healing Forest of Seogwipo
is also a place of the humanities.

The newly opened forest in Seogwipo retains traces of old
traditions, customs, and history. It also provides multiple
trails through the woods, all with different names that evoke
the past of Jeju. Amenities on offer include the Visitor Center; the Healing Center where the health diagnosis service,
exercise therapy and topography therapy can be tried; and
the Healing Room, which includes a Hinoki cypress-heated
facility. Expert forest therapists guide visitors through walking, yoga, breathing, and meditation exercises in the forest.
Check your blood pressure and pulses in the Healing Center
before and after your trekking to compare the results.
It takes two or more people to circle each of the Hinoki cypress trees making up this lush forest.
The Healing Forest of Seogwipo provides an excellent environment for healing, as it emits large amounts of phytoncides, negative ions, and other natural therapeutic substances.

ⓒ Seong-gyu Hong

It takes two or more people to
circle each of the Hinoki cypress
trees making up this lush forest.
The Healing Forest of Seogwipo
provides an excellent
environment for healing, as it
emits large amounts of
phytoncides, negative ions, and
other natural therapeutic
substances.
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➌ Benjorong Healing Forest Trail (0.9 km)
Refresh your mind and soul along this green and mossy trail running
across valleys.
*Benjorong: “cool” and “stylish” in Jeju dialect.

➏ Shuimeong Healing Forest Trail (1.0 km)
A road through a colony of maple trees that turns especially beautiful
in autumn.
*Shuimeong: “taking a break” in Jeju dialect.
➐ Eomburang Healing Forest Trail (0.7 km)
The trail takes trekkers through a massive and mystical colony of
Japanese cedars.
*Eomburang: “massive” or “overwhelming” in Jeju dialect.
➑ Sandorok Healing Forest Trail (0.7 km)
A therapeutic trail full of the energy of the forest and featuring stone
steps and valleys.
*Sandorok: “cool” in Jeju dialect.
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Visitor Center
Parking Lot

➋ Gabettorong Healing Forest Trail (1.4 km)
Explore the history of Jeju as you walk along the remnants of jatseong,
the stone fences locals built to demarcate and protect horse farms.
*Gabettorong: “light-footed,” “lightweight,” and “lighthearted” in Jeju
dialect.

➎ Ogosaengyi Healing Forest Trail (0.8 km)
An old and serene pebbly road turned into a trekking trail.
*Ogosaengyi: “as it is” in Jeju dialect.

➊

Shuimpang

➊ Gameong-omeong Healing Forest Trail (1.9 km)
A beautiful warm temperate climate forest extending from the Visitor
Center to the Healing Center.

➍ Sumbisori Healing Forest Trail (0.9 km)
This trail will take you across a colony of Korean evergreen oaks.
Enjoy walking on the crisp leaves in autumn and winter. Gather acorns
as you walk.
*Sumbisori: refers, in Jeju dialect, to the sound of breath haenyeo
makes after emerging out of water.
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➒ Nolmeong Healing Forest Trail (2.1 km)
The early part of the Sioreum hill where trekkers can walk on
barefoot. The trail, which runs across the Nolmeong Hinoki Cypress
Forest, showers phytoncides on trekkers.
*Nolmeong: “playing” in Jeju dialect.

↑
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➓ Haneulbaragi Healing Forest Trail (1.1 km)
A scenic route that cuts across a forest of deciduous, cedar, and
cypress tress.
 Healing Center
Therapy Room: A soothing place where visitors can enjoy
conversations, herbal tea, and the therapeutic programs offered by
the center.
Health Examination Room: Check your blood pressure and stress
level.

Location: San-1, Hogeun-dong, Seogwipo, Jeju (around Sioreum).
Amenities on site: Visitor Center, Healing Center, Healing House, Forest
Plaza, Healing Forest Trails, Forest Yoga Class, Healing Facility, etc.
Contact: Tel. 064-760-3031~5
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Jeju Language

제준양, 빙 돌아가멍 바당으로 둘러싸인 섬을이우다. 경난 제주 사름덜은 바당광
관련 한한헌 이야깃거리를 품고 살주마씸. 섬사름덜은 희로애락의 삶을 바당 우의 페
놓아마씸.
난양, 가끔 제주어 구술 채록을 위헹 어촌을로 조사를 나갑네께. 나가 만나는 사름

Treasures of Jeju
dialect caught
from the sea

가운딘양, 바당을 터전으로 삶을 영위거나 영위헤난 잠녀들이 하주마씸. 잠녀는 지역
에 랑 ‘녜’, ‘녀’, ‘수’옌도 읍네께. 췌근 조살 뎅겨온 성산읍 온평리선양, ‘잠녀’옌
는 말 데신 ‘수’옌 는 말을 더 하영 씁디다. 요조금은 ‘수’나 ‘녀’ 대력으로 ‘해녀’
옌  말이 보편적이라마씸. 개인적으로 난양 ‘잠녀’를 선호여마씸.
‘잠녀’는 기량에 랑 물질 잘민 ‘상군’, 중간 정도민 ‘중군’, 못민 ‘하군’이옌 헙니께.
기량이 막 튀어난 사름란 ‘대상군’이옌 곡, 기량이 형편읏이민 ‘똥군’이옌 는 비유적
인 표현도 씁디다. ‘상군’광 ‘중군’광 ‘하군’은 기량이 나부난 물에 들곡 나는 시간도 나

Soon-ja Kim

마씸. 경난 온평리선양 ‘불턱’도 ‘상군 불턱’, ‘중군 불턱’이 로 셔낫덴 데다. 경난 물

(Researcher, Jeju National University Korean
Language Institute))

질 기량에 랑 상군덜은 ‘상군 불턱’, 중군덜은 ‘중군 불턱’을 이용 수벳긔 엇엇수다.
‘불턱’은 물질 때 녀들이 옷 아입거나 언 몸을 녹이게끔 불을 촐 수 이신 금남(禁
男)의 공간이우다. 녀덜이 나 둘 돌을 올리멍 멩근 름막이 공간 ‘불턱’의서 우알 질
서가 뚜렷 공동체를 형성헤낫덴마씸. 미녕으로 멩근 ‘소중이’를 입엉 물질 땐양 이삼
십분 정도 물질허당 나왕 ‘불턱’서 불을 초앗주만 1970년대 이후 고무옷이 나왕은 너댓
시간썩 바당의서 살아도 언 줄을 몰른덴마씸. 경난, 옷을 아입곡 언 몸을 녹이는 ‘불
턱’ 데신에 인물이 팡팡 나오는 현대식 탈의장이 셍기멍 ‘불턱’은 우리덜 기억 소곱의
서 잊어부는 유물이 뒈불엄수다. ‘불턱’을 ‘갯담’이렌 허는 디도 십데다.
때 메역이 돈 뒈난 시절이 셔낫수다. 개듸 사름 가운디양, 놈의 눈 피헹 밤의 몰르
게 강양 메역을 물아난 추억을 아졍 잇수다.  어둠 소곱의서 메역을 물기 위
헹은 바당 소곱의서 너울대는 해조류가 메역인지 아닌지를 구분는 기술이 셔야 네
께. 그 기술 가운디 나가 해조류에 ‘살[쌀]’이 신지 읏인지 그 유무를 파악는 일이라
마씸. 이디서 ‘살’은 해조류에서 번쩍이는 광택을 말는 거우다. 밤이민 이 ‘살’이 물소곱
의서 빗을 번쩍거리는디, 밧듸 걸름으로 사용헤난 듬북엔 ‘살’이 싯주만 메역엔 ‘살’이 읏
어마씸. 경난 어둑은 밤의 ‘도독 물질’  땐양, ‘살’ 읏이 흔들리는 검은 물체를 비여 내
민 그것이 바로 메역이라낫덴 읍데다. ‘살’은 나가 온평리 녀를 조사멍 수집 어
휘로, 이 글에서 체얌 보고는 미등록 어휘우다.
‘앙살기(앙살귀)’도 온평리 녀의 기억 저펜의서 퍼 올린 보배로운 제주어우다. 지금
장 「개정증보 제주어사전」 등 제주어 사전 표제어로 올라 잇지 아년 앙살긴양, ‘살’이 앙
삭게 성숙 구젱기를 말허는 거우다. 이때 ‘살’은 밤의 해조류에서 빗을 내는 ‘살’광은
나게 ‘구젱기 돌기’를 말허는 거우다.
구젱길 제주서는 ‘구젱기, 구젱이, 구제기, 고동’이옌 불름네께. 이 구젱기도 크기에 
랑 어린 구젱긴 ‘조쿠제기, 조쿠젱이, 좁구젱기, 좁고동’이옌 허곡, ‘살’이 앙삭 성숙
 구젱긴 ‘쌀구젱이, 쌀구제기, 쌀고동’, ‘살[쌀]’이 문드러진 늙은 구젱긴 ‘민둥구제기, 문
둥구젱기, 문둥구젱이’옌 디다. 이것 말앙 온평리선양 어린 구젱길 ‘셍궹이’, ‘살’이 앙삭
 구젱길 ‘앙살기’, ‘살’이 문드러진 구젱기라는 ‘민둥구젱기’렌 영 딴 지역광은 난
어형의 제주어를 씁디다.
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이치룩 제주 바당 생명첸양, 지역에 랑 독특 일름덜을 간직고 잇수게. 경허주만
제주 사름덜의 삶의 환경광 바당 생태 환경이 바뀌멍 고갱이 튼 그 어형덜토 자췰 감
촤불엄수다. ‘미기록 제주어’를 만날 땐 가심이 쾅쾅 튀곡  떨리는 지쁨도 맛볼 수 잇수
다. 나가양 미지의 제주어를 젱 제주 사름덜 삶의 현장을 누비는 이유도 이치룩 행
운을 누릴 수 싯덴 는 기대감 따문이우다. 더 늦기 전의, 싀상 빗을 보지 못허엿거나 
라져가는 조상덜의 삶의 언어에 생명력을 불어놔사 허지 아녀쿠과?

Reading in English

The sea surrounds Jeju in all sides. The sea has been central and everything
to the life on the island. It was often the canvas onto which islanders projected their joys, laments, sorrows, and pleasures.
I would occasionally visit idyllic fishing villages on the shorelines of Jeju to
make records of local dialect. Many of the people I meet in this process are
women who work or used to work as jamnyeo (women divers). There are numerous words used to refer to these women, including jamnye, jamnyeo, and
jamsu. The village of Onpyeong-ri in Seongsam-eup, where I made my latest
dialect trip, the word jamsu was more common. Haenyeo seems to be the
most commonly used of all words that refer to women diverse. My personal
favorite is jamnyeo.
There are three classes of jamnyeo depending on how skilled the divers are,
namely, sanggun (the most skilled), junggun (average-skilled), and hagun (inexperienced). Women who are exceptionally good diverse are also called daesanggun, while those who are terrible at the craft are ridiculed as ttonggun.
The maximum amount of time a woman diver can spend underwater depends
on how skilled she is. In Onpyeong-ri, women diverse even had different bulteok, or the sites of bonfires for women divers, for diverse of different levels
of skills. Less skilled divers could not dare sit around the sanggun bulteok.
Bulteok are male-forbidden spots where jamnyeo can thaw their cold bodies
over the bonfires and change into diving suits or back into their normal clothing. It was inside the rustic stone fences surrounding these sites of bonfires
that jamnyeo established and maintained the order of jamnyeo community.
Back when jamnyeo had no special clothing for their job but mere cotton
clothes, they could not spend more than 20 to 30 minutes underwater before
jumping back out of the water again to stand near the bonfires. Thanks to
the rubber diving suits introduced in the 1970s, however, today’s jamnyeo
can spend well over four or five hours underwater. Modern shower facilities,
equipped with hot water and lockers, came to replace bulteok thus. Bulteok,
now quickly descending into oblivion, are also known as gaetdam in some
villages.
Sea mustard used to be a lucrative source of income in the past. Some of the
villagers would sneak out of their houses in the silence of the night to pluck

sea mustard from the shorelines. In order to identify which of the seaweeds
dancing in the waves were the truly profitable ones in the dark, one had to
be extremely skilled. One way locals told sea mustard from other seaweeds
was by checking whether the seaweeds in their hands had any sal (or ssal)
on their surfaces. Sal refers to the luster on the surfaces of seaweeds. Seaweeds would glisten and sparkle underwater at night. Deumbuk, a type of
seaweed that locals used to fertilize their fields, had this sal, but not the lucrative sea mustard. Skilled and crafty villagers were able to tell the lackluster
sea mustard from other lustrous seaweeds, and plucked or cut only the former. I heard the word sal while interviewing a jamnyeo in Onpyeong-ri. This
word, to my knowledge, has never been reported or registered before.
Angsalgi (or angsalgui) is another gemstone I fished out of the memories of
jamnyeo in Onpyeong-ri. Nowhere to be found in the existing dictionaries on
Jeju dialect, including the Revised and Expanded Jeju Dialect Dictionary,
angsalgi refers to mature conches with lots of meat inside. Here the word
sal refers to the bumps on the conch shells.
Jeju islanders have multiple words to refer to conches, including gujenggi,
gujengi, gujegi, and godong. Young conches are referred to variably as jokujegi, jokujengi, jopgujenggi, or jopsolgodong. Mature and larger conches with
bigger sal are called ssalgujengi, ssalgujegi, or ssalgodong. Old conches with
damaged sal are called as mindunggujegi, mundunggujegi, and mundunggujengi. In Onpyeong-ri, however, villagers use words that are markedly different from those found elsewhere in Jeju. Here young and small conches are
saengguengi, mature and large conches are angsalgi, and old and damaged
conches are mindunggujenggi.
Jeju dialect is rich with diverse nouns and expressions that refer to the living
organisms and activities of the sea. As the island is increasingly developed,
the way of life is being transformed, and the natural environment is being
changed, much of these words and expressions are being lost as well. I still
get much excited and thrilled when I discover a new word of Jeju dialect that
has never been reported before. I keep touring the island in search for encounters with islanders who are rich reservoirs of these lost words. Shouldn’t
we revitalize the living language of our ancestors before it is too late?
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Jeju International Wind Ensemble Festival
Sounds of golden trumpets surround the entire island.

Jeju International Wind Ensemble Festival 2016, a major
occasion of celebration for music players and fans in and
outside Korea, will take place in Jeju for nine days this year,
from August 8 to 16.
The festival will receive 2,500 wind music players and experts
from 23 countries around the world, and start with an
opening ceremony at the Seogwipo Arts Center.
Chamber music concerts will be held at 3 p.m. everyday, from
August 8 to 15, in the Grand Auditorium of the Jeju Culture
and Arts Center. Maestro Concert Part I and Maestro
Concert Part II with the Rising Stars will also take place at the
same location on August 9 and 10, respectively.

Theme: Island, the Resonance of Wind
Dates: Monday, August 8, through Tuesday, Monday 16, 2016.
Venues: Jeju Culture and Arts Center, Jeju Seaside Culture Center,
Seogwipo Cheonjiyeon Waterfalls Outdoor Stage, Jeju Students
Cultural Center, Seogwipo Arts Center, Seogwipo Open Air
Theater, Jeju KBS Hall, etc.
Organized by: Jeju Special Self-Governing Province
(Jeju International Wind Ensemble Festival Organizing Committee)
Contact: Tel. 064-722-8704, www.jiwef.org.

On August 15, the National Liberation Day, the participating ensembles
will march the main street in downtown Jeju from Gwangyang Rotary to
the Jeju Beach Stage. The Jeju Wind Orchestra and other teams will give
special performances in celebration of the holiday on the Beach Stage.
Outdoor venues, such as the Jeju Beach Stage and the Cheonjiyeon
Waterfall Outdoor Stage in Seogwipo, will feature refreshing harmonies
of wind music that will cast the nightly heat away.
“Our Neighborhood Wind Music Festival,” a sub-program of the festival,
will also take place at various locations throughout Jeju.
The festival, which was first organized in 1995, celebrates its 21st
anniversary this year, and will feature the 11th Jeju International
Brass and Percussion Competition as well.
The festival will end with a special concert from the winners of the Jeju
International Brass and Percussion Competition at the Grand
Auditorium of the Jeju Culture and Arts Center on August 16.
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Dodu Oraemul Festival
Dodu Oraemul Festival adds excitement and fun to summer with
Jeju’s ice-cold spring water.

The area of Dodu-dong has long been famous for its abundant and
clean spring water, which remains ice-cold even in the middle of summer
because it springs up from sources deep underground. The spring water has been
widely used as drinking and washing water throughout the village.
The most accepted explanation of the name of Dodu-dong’s spring water is that it
spring up and flows from all five directions. Some historical accounts tell of how
villagers used to be able to obtain spring water by randomly digging up
holes in village roads and gardens.
Locals like to take a vacation nearby a number of sources of
spring water in Dodu-dong, including Oraemul, Saengyimul, and Magumul.
The festival, which began in 2001 by celebrating the history and
culture of local ecological resources, Oraemul Spring and Dodubong Peak,
is being held for the 16th time this year.
Children gain unforgettable memories of a hot and fun summer as they
jump up and down on the massive public air bouncer and slide down
into the pool of spring water erupting out of the rocky ground.
Parents will also forget the summer heat as they walk on the pebbles in the spring.
The festival offers a wide range of exciting and educational programs for visitors to enjoy,
including catching seawater fish with bare hands, catching seafood gathered in wondam,
yacht sailing, kayaking, making rubber motors and water flutes, and so forth.
The artificial waterfall running on Oraemul also provides a perfect photo spot.

Dates: Friday, August 12, through Sunday,
August 14, 2016.
Venues: Oraemul Plaza and Doduhang Port.
Organized by: Dodu Oraemul Festival Organizing
Committee.
Contact: Tel. 064-728-4966
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Soesokkak Festival
Take in the scenic landscape of Jeju’s famed Soesokkak Beach
on tewoo (rafts) and kayaks.

Soesokkak, a treasure-like spot of paradisiacal natural
landscape hidden away in Seogwipo, has long been
praised for its beauty. The coastal seascape extending
to and from Soesokkak continues to draw an
increasing number of tourists today.

Dates: Saturday and Sunday,
August 13 and 14, 2016.
Venues: Soesokkak and Hahyohang Port in
Hyodon-dong.
Organized by: Hyodon-dong Youth Union.
Contact: Tel. 064-760-4627

During the festival, visitors can enjoy sightseeing in
all the hidden nooks and crannies of the beach and
the cliff on tewoo, a small raft, which is perfect for
traversing the clean and transparent water in the
area.
First organized in 2003 to advertise the beauty of
Soesokkak and the surrounding area, the Soesokkak
Festival provides a wide variety of activities and
programs that promote sustainability.

Festivalgoers can enjoy sailing on the tewoo boats,
ride the notorious transparent kayaks of Soesokkak,
enjoy thrilling rides on jet boats, fish on Hahyo Sea
from boats, participate in catching fish with bare hands,
join the treasure hunt through the black sand,
float balloons containing written messages of hope,
and taste the Daureong Hyodongyul clementine.
The Soesokkak Festival is a perfect family-friendly
venue for vacation.
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Iho Tewoo Festival
Join the revived old-school way of catching fish,
using the traditional ttebae and tewoo boats.

The area of Iho has long been an arena
of active fishing and related activities.
The main instrument of fishing in this area was tewoo.
Also known as beolseon, tewoo refer to rafts
made with wood logs.
A central presence in near-coast fishing and
seaweed foraging in Jeju, the tewoo boats harbor
inestimable value and interest for research on the
maritime culture and history of Jeju, but they have
almost completely disappeared from sight
in the modern times.

Dates: Friday, July 29, through Sunday, July 31, 2016.
Venue: Iho Tewoo Beach.
Organized by: Iho Tewoo Festival Organizing Committee.
Contact: Tel. 064-742-2501

Organized by the residents of Iho-dong, the Iho Tewoo
Festival celebrates the long and unique maritime culture and
history of Jeju. The highlight of the festival consists in the
reenactment of the old-school way of catching anchovies,
using tewoo boats and fishing nets.
Held for the 13th time this year, the Iho Tewoo Festival will provide
a rare glimpse into the way of life and interesting traditions of old
fishing villages in Jeju. Aside from the reenactment of anchovy
fishing, the festival will also feature the parade of torch-bearing
haenyeo on seawater at night.
The reenactment of anchovy fishing will accompany the soulful
singing and shouting of members from the Iho-dong Society for
the Preservation of Folkloric Tradition as fishers begin to pull
away at their fishing nets as strongly as they could. Visitors
gathered on the beach are encouraged to participate as well.
The festival will also offer a variety of activities for visitors to enjoy,
including sailing tewoo boats, making tewoo boats, tewoo boat
races, and catching fish in wondam with bare hands,
among others.
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Jeju prepares for the age of artificial intelligence

Leading the future of industries
with coding education
Jae-geun Lee (Director, Jeju Village Sodori Culture Research Institute)

Hee-ryong Won, governor of Jeju who has been a good and
smart student all his life, recently made the headlines of local
newspapers with the update that he has started learning coding.
The recent baduk matches between a human baduk master and
AlphaGo narrowed down the range of choices for Koreans to
only two: that is, either accept the inevitable march of artificial
intelligence and use it to pioneer a new future for the nation,
or completely ignore what is already an irreversible fact and
stick to the non-digital way of life.

Actively embracing the Fourth Revolution
The fact that Governor Won has taken up coding lessons suggests that the Province of Jeju-do has opted for the former. Artificial intelligence and digital technology are about to
transform our way of life, and the best way to deal with that
change is to actively embrace it. Governor Won kick-started
this process of active change by beginning to learn coding. He
underwent intensive coding training for about a week.
“We are entering the Fourth Revolution, in which machines
will replace human brains. In order to produce a global work-
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force capable of dealing with this change, we need to put education as the first and foremost national policy issue,” says
Won.
In multiple lectures and interviews, warning against the predicted loss of millions of jobs amid the coming revolution,
Governor Won has strenuously stressed that Korea’s best
chances for future success lies in human resource development
and education.
As he embarked upon coding, Won commented on his Facebook page: “I’m curious to know how all those smartphone
apps are made, and why Obama and Jobs said everyone must
learn coding.”

A major project of the latter term of the Won administration
Software education has become the keyword for the remaining
term of the Won administration, as the governor has openly
acknowledged the importance of coding education for the development of creativity and logical thinking in the digital generation, and announced his ambition to make Jeju its leader.

There is increasing speculation that the remaining term of the
Won administration will be focused on coding education. The
Fourth Industrial Revolution will be ushered in by the progresses of artificial intelligence, robotics, and bioscience.
These technologies will be used to achieve the integration of
the reality and the virtual reality, producing virtual physical
systems for controlling real things automatically and intelligently.

Developing skills for thinking like a computer
Coding education is not merely about increasing children and
teenagers’ knowledge of the computer. The central emphasis
of coding education is on developing and honing computerlike thinking in students. There may not yet be a universal definition or pedagogics for coding education, but everyone
agrees that it is about abstraction and automation. Skills for
these tasks will be increasingly required of people as they deal
with their day-to-day lives. Coding will help people abstract
and simplify complex real-life problems so as to develop automatic and coded solutions. Conversations will take place not
only among humans, but also between humans and artificial
intelligence or even things. Coding education is meant to prepare the next generation for this transformation of the reality.

In such reality, people will need to know how to control artificial intelligence and related programs.

A worldwide phenomenon
Teaching our children the new language of coding is quickly
spreading around the world as a well-established phenomenon.
Governments and corporations have launched various initiatives to that end.
To some, the ambition to turn Jeju into a new center of coding
education may appear too grandiose. Nevertheless, it is an ambition Jeju is justifiably attempting to achieve, having already
launched a series of successful innovative experiments, such
as the Smart City, Electric Vehicle, and Carbon Free 2030 Programs. While a number of cities have begun to introduce coding education, no clear leader has emerged yet, leaving
opportunities for Jeju to develop into the leading role. Successful coding education, however, demands transition from hardware thinking—prevalent in Korea today—into software
thinking.
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There are lessons to be learned from the advances other countries are making in this regard. The governments of the United
States, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere have incorporated
software education into their public school curricula since
2011. President Obama even announced in January his new
bold initiative, Computer Science for All, with a plan to invest
KRW 4 trillion in software education. Some forecast that as
many as one million coding specialists will be needed in the
United States by 2020.
The UK government has been providing software education as
part of the public school curriculum since 2014, beginning with
children at age 5. UK schools now teach children design and
software as mandatory courses. Other European states, such as
Germany, Finland, Estonia, and Bulgaria, have also been providing coding education over the last few years. The Canadian,
Hong Kong, and Japanese governments have also recently announced their plans for public coding education. Korea is not
much behind these countries.

2015: Year 0 of coding education in Korea
Korea is a world-renowned stronghold of digital technology,
but coding education here got off to its start last year only. The
Korean government designated 60 “Software Leading
Schools” nationwide in 2015 as the trial basis for its policy.
The number of schools included in the policy program will be
multiplied to 900 this year, and further to 2,000 next year. After
the trial phase, coding will become part of the public curricula
for certain grades elementary and middle schools beginning in
2018, and for all grades by 2020.
The Korean government’s plan may be all too ambitious, given
the critical shortage of skilled and expert teachers capable of
understanding the demands of the time and providing effective
education to that end. The number of computer education students and departments at teachers’ universities has been dwindling in the recent years. Experts estimate that there are only
about 50 teachers nationwide who can competently teach coding education today. The private sector for coding education
may have opened up, but fewer than 100 can start teaching
coding at schools right away.

Focusing on fostering the environment for coding education this year
Jeju has made an interesting bid on coding education, which
is still in a fledgling state in Korea and worldwide. The Jeju
Government will introduce a trial coding education program
this year to test the waters and identify changes to be made to
the learning environment in the province.
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It will take some time and extensive preparations before coding
becomes an official part of the public school curricula in the
province. The Jeju Government plans to work with the local
Office of Education to spread awareness and foster a consensus
this year. The government will then work with the private sector next year to design the necessary teaching, training, and
certificate programs.
There are mainly three goals Jeju will seek to achieve this year:
namely, developing level-by-level coding programs for elementary and middle-school students; raising public awareness
by organizing seminars and workshops; and providing coding
education upon request.
The province’s focus this year is on advertising coding education, and establishing mid- to long-term plans with participation and feedback from experts. Once these tasks are done, the
province will establish and run a permanent coding education
center next year. Policymakers are also contemplating the idea
of adding coding programs to the existing Self-Directed Learning Centers. Such programs may provide coding education for
volunteering students on week-, month-, and/or semester-long
bases.
Policymakers also intend to bring the coding education programs and hardware on a par with the international standard
so that coding education will pave the ground for the global
movement and advances of Jeju’s students in the long run.
Necessary partnership with qualified private-sector entities
It is crucial to ensure the real-world applicability of coding education at school, by connecting its curriculum to the anticipated social and occupational changes of the future. The Jeju
Government has also established a plan for training teachers.
There is a growing trend of migration among mainland IT specialists and digital nomads to Jeju today, which backs up the
Jeju Government’s ambition to turn the island into a capital of
coding education and training. Partnerships with qualified businesses will be essential to the success of this process.
Things are still in their beginning stage, but Jeju has begun to
take meaningful steps toward leading the future of digital education. Hopes are growing that Jeju would serve as an active
bridge between today and the future society after the Fourth
Industrial Revolution.
Coding education and its importance to industries after a
decade
Samsung Electronics, an internationally recognized giant of its
field, has recently admitted that only one percent of its software
personnel is capable of working at Google. With this honest

self-assessment, the company announced its plan to expedite
the progress of its software projects.
Now that a leading multinational corporation has acknowledged the clear changes in the times, let us review the list of
future industries discussed and predicted by over 2,000 futurists at WorldFuture 2016.
Scholars have selected biotechnology, Nano technology, digital mobile technology, cognitive engineering, robotics, artificial brains, and environmental engineering as the leading
industries 10 years down the road. Coding is required in all
these industries, except for biotechnology and environmental
engineering.
Scholars have also identified new professions to lead
economies worldwide in the 2020s and 2030s. Some of these
professions may strike us as all too foreign, but the majority
are inferable from the current trend of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. Of the top 30 professions handpicked by scholars,
as many as 10 bear direct relations to coding.

These include: the automated systems monitor (ranked in the
second); the mechatronical engineer (eighth); the vertical reality designer (10th); the avatar design-security consultant
(11th); the robotic surgery and personal robot mechanic (12th);
the powered exoskeleton engineer (13th); the online cyber education broker (19th); the 3D printing construction worker
(26th); the AI robot and car controller (27th); and the robot
manual developer (29th).
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is transforming industries,
professions, and economies worldwide at an astonishing pace.
Of course, not every one of the predictions made by these
scholars may come true, but their predictions provide a general
idea as to the direction in which society and education will
evolve.
Having successfully launched its Smart City and Carbon-Free
Island experiments, the Jeju Government has opened yet another new chapter in its progress into the future with coding
education.
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Certified by Jeju

Made in Jeju
Highlighting the value
of Jeju-produced goods
Made in Jeju

A two-track system of indicating the origins of
cosmetic ingredients to be introduced next January
Advertising the value of Jeju-produced ingredients,
and increasing consumers’ confidence and sales
Economic Policy Division, Jeju Special Self-Governing Province

The Jeju Government will introduce a new system of certifying
the origins of Jeju-produced goods in January next year. The
new two-track Made in Jeju Program will indicate the origins
of ingredients used to make cosmetic and other products to emphasize their production in Jeju. This will help manufacturers
meet the growing demand among consumers for clean ingredients from clean Jeju, and also revitalize the local economy.
From cosmetics to other products in the center of emerging
consumer trends
Under the new Made in Jeju Program, the Governor of Jeju
will certify products, which are either produced in Jeju or made
with ingredients and materials produced in Jeju, that meet rigorous quality criteria. Manufacturers will be able to advertise
the certificates on their product labels.
The Jeju origin certificates were formerly confined to certain
products of agriculture, fishery, and livestock industry only.
The new program, however, will expand the scope of certificates onto cosmetics and other new manufactured products
catering to emerging consumer trends.
The new program will issue certificates in either of two tracks:
one for cosmetics; and the other for the produce of agriculture,
fishery, livestock farming, and forestry produced in Jeju and
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other products, including processed food, made with such produce from Jeju.
Finessing the certificate system with feedback from citizens
and experts
There is a good reason for preparing a whole new separate system of certification for cosmetic products made with Jeju ingredients. Compared to other food and manufactured products,
cosmetics are required to satisfy a far more complex range of
requirements and criteria, including luxury, aesthetics, trendiness, and so forth. Industry insiders hold that the process of
certifying cosmetics should be thus more complex and elaborate than certifying other products.
On May 2, the Governor of Jeju certified a total of 25 cosmetic
products, from five manufacturers, that met the certification
criteria. The criteria included that at least 10 percent of the ingredients used to make each product be from Jeju, and that the
products be manufactured in facilities located in Jeju. Certified
manufacturers include LG Care, Miracle Cosmetics, and UCL.
The application for the new certificate trademark, to be issued
for the agricultural, fishery, livestock, and forestry produce of
Jeju as well as other manufactured products made with Jejuproduced ingredients, was filed with Korea Intellectual Prop-

erty Organization on May 4. The application will be reviewed
and granted as early as sometime in August.
The new certificate features “JQ,” meaning “Jeju Quality,” and
“Made in Jeju,” certifying the origins of the certified products
and ingredients. The motif for the design of letter “J” is the
dolharubang, the stone totems of the male guardian of Jeju,
and represents the dedication to quality and mastery. The design of the JQ certificate itself thus serves a function akin to
the role of dolharubang, i.e., protecting the quality and reputation of Jeju’s produce and products.
The Jeju Provincial Legislature passed the bill for the Provincial Ordinance on the Control of Jeju-Certified Products and
the Use of an Integrated Certificate Mark on June 21. The new
legislation will take effect in July.
The governor, members of the provincial legislature, experts,
and other participants in the process all pointed to the rigorous
quality certification criteria and follow-up management as the
core factors of success for the new certification program. The
Jeju Government will thus hear feedback from citizens and experts until October before finalizing the certification criteria.
Once the criteria for certification and follow-up management
are decided, the Jeju government will advertise the program in
and outside Korea, with the aim of establishing its use in January 2017.
Plans for certifying restaurants serving food and ingredients from Jeju
Policymakers are intent on expanding the scope of the Made
in Jeju Program to include restaurants that serve food and ingredients from Jeju. There are countless restaurants in other
regions of Korea that claim, without proof, that they serve the
highly prized Jeju sea breams and black pork. Yet consumers
have almost no way of ascertaining whether these restaurants’

claims are true. Government authorities regulating the livestock and fishery industries will be tasked to prepare the criteria for certifying restaurants serving Jeju ingredients (e.g.,
black pork, cutlass fish, etc.), and issue a newly designed certificate mark for every restaurant that satisfies the criteria. The
mark will serve as the Governor of Jeju’s own guarantee that
the given restaurant serves ingredients from Jeju.
The new Made in Jeju Program, which has started with cosmetic products and will expand onto other groups of products,
will strengthen consumers’ confidence in Jeju products. Even
foreign buyers are increasingly demanding the “Made-in-Jeju”
certificates issued by the Governor himself on goods being exported from Jeju to other countries. The program is thus expected to increase sales for Jeju-based exporting businesses.
In addition, as more businesses in Korea use ingredients from
Jeju and establish manufacturing facilities on the island, the
local economy will thrive again. The certificate will serve to
distinguish conscientious products from other products that
make unverified claims of using ingredients from Jeju, and
thereby enhance Jeju’s public image in consumers’ minds.
A government spokesperson commented: “Ultimately, the
brand value of the Made-in-Jeju certificate will come from the
fact that the certified products provide quality that satisfies
consumers. We cannot achieve this result without active participation from producers, businesses, and citizens. The program will work as intended only when we rigorously guarantee
Jeju producers’ involvement in the production of certified
goods, and actively advertise and market such products in and
outside Korea.”
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For the future of Korea,

Look to Jeju!
Celebrating the 10th anniversary
of self-government
Public Information Officer, Jeju Special Self-Governing Province

Seven decades have elapsed since Jeju was made a province. A decade has passed since
its self-government experiment began. What has come of Jeju over this period of time?
Now that Jeju is celebrating the seven decades of its province-hood and the 10th anniversary of its self-government, the success of development that Jeju has achieved is
drawing much attention.
Home to one percent of Korea’s population, and now transforming from a backwater
outpost of Korea into a new capital of environmental and cultural trends, tourism and
information technology, and jobs and talents, Jeju is increasingly recognized as holding
a model for the rest of Korea to emulate in the future.
Situated in the heart of Northeast Asia, Jeju has successfully paved grounds for continuing peace, coexistence, and future industries. Jeju is drawing praises for the sustainable
platforms it has established for electric vehicles, smart grid technology, and wind energy
generation. It is leading a new wave in industries with its smart tourism model, combining the Internet of Things and the beacon technology.
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Paving grounds for continuing peace, coexistence, and future
industries
Jeju was incorporated into Korea’s provincial administration
system on August 1, 1946, when the island was officially divided into two counties, between the north and the south. Jejueup was elevated to cityhood as Jeju-si on September 1, 1955.
Seogwipo attained to its own cityhood on July 1, 1981. Then
Jeju was announced a special self-governing province on July
1, 2006.
Jeju has achieved remarkable transformation over the last several decades. In recent years, the island’s economy and society
have shown astonishing growth, thanks to rapid increases in
foreign investment, the number of tourists, and migration. Statistics back up this transformation of Jeju.
The island’s population multiplied by more than twofold, from
266,000 in 1946 to 641,000 in 2015. The number of government employees working here has multiplied by 13 times over
the same period, from 384 to 5,255. The number of tourists
visiting the island has grown by a whooping 55 times, from
245,000 in 1970 (when official tourism statistics first began)
to 1.3644 million by 2015. The number of registered cars has
grown by 3,850 times, from 113 to 435,000.
This process of outward growth and development, however,
has generated conflict after conflict in local communities between development supporters and proponents of preservation.

Concentrating energy on making Jeju an island of sustainability and coexistence
Since Governor Won Hee-ryong’s election, the Jeju Government has adopted the sustainability and preservation of the island’s natural environment as the overarching principle of
policymaking. With growing support from local citizens, the
Jeju Government has been focusing on preventing indiscriminate development, achieving sustainable growth, improving
quality of life, creating jobs, and enhancing the satisfaction of
tourists.
Having completed half of his term, Governor Won has emphasized the special significance this year holds for Jeju and the
remainder of his term in his Report on Provincial Affairs.
“There is still great room for improvement. We need to stabilize the real estate prices, reform the public transportation system, find better ways to manage the wastes and process the
sewage, and find solutions for many other issues that directly
affect locals’ daily lives. As governor, I will make sure that innovation occur in all areas of government affairs,” says Won
in his report. He promises: “I will do my best to fulfill all the
promises I made to local citizens, and to lay new cornerstones
for the future of Jeju.”
The Jeju Government has announced 2016 as the Year of the
Second Great Leap Forward, and is concentrating all its capabilities and resources on raising the value of Jeju. Under the

slogan, “Seven Decades of Province-hood: For Sustainability
and the Future of Coexistence,” the provincial government has
selected new logotypes and slogans for Jeju and launched public campaigns accordingly.
In celebration of sustainability, coexistence, and other core values of Jeju, the government has plans for multiple celebratory
occasions, including the Jeju Policy Expo, the Jeju International Wind Ensemble Music Festival, and the Jeju Fantasy
Concert, among others.
The special ceremony celebrating the 70th anniversary of
Jeju’s province-hood and the 10th anniversary of its self-government will take place outside Gwandeokjeong at 6 p.m. on
August 1.
The Jeju Policy Expo will precede the anniversary ceremony
from 2 p.m. onward on the same day, featuring townhall-meeting-style conversations among members of the provincial legislature, civil society groups, students, education policymakers,
and others.
From August 8 to 16, the Jeju International Wind Ensemble
Music Festival will also take place at various venues across
Jeju, including the Jeju Culture and Arts Center, the Jeju Seaside Culture Center, and the Seogwipo Arts Center, with the
theme, “Island, the Resonance of Wind.”
The Jeju Fantasy Concert will take place at the Jeju Stone Culture Park on August 27 and 28, featuring K-pop stars, up-andcoming musicians, and collaboration and crossover
performances.
Major public debates for the development of local culture and
society, organized by the Jeju Culture and Arts Foundation,
has been taking place every month since April on the theme of
“Island of Culture and the Arts.” The last of these debates will
take place in September.
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Seogwipo Chilsimni Festival

The 22nd Seogwipo Chilsimni Festival
Enjoy the taste, style, and culture of
Chilsimni!

9

Period: September 30 - October 2
Venues: Jaguri Park and the
Chilsimni Food Town in Seogwipo
Tel. 064-760-3946

Chujado Island Yellow Corvina Festival

2016 Autumn
Festivals in Jeju

The 9th Chujado Island
Yellow Corvina Festival
A perfect opportunity to taste a
variety of dishes made with the
famed yellow corvina of Chujado Island

Period: October 1 - 2
Venue: Deoksu-ri Folklore Stage
Tel. 064-760-4315

The 55 Tamna Culture Festival
Explore the rich history of Tamna and
its culture.
th

Period: October 5 - 9
Venue: Tapdong Plaza, Jeju
Tel. 064-753-3287
Tamna Culture Festival

November
Jeju Horse Festival

Jeju Horse Festival
Celebrating Jeju, the Korean capital
of the horse industry
Period: October 14 - 16
Venue: Let’s Run Park Jeju
Tel. 064-786-8251

The 23rd Jeongeui Village Folkloric
Tradition Reenactment Festival
Enjoy the reenactments of Jeju’s
unique traditions and customs in a
folkloric village.
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Period: October 15 - 16
Venue: Seongeup Folklore Village
Tel. 064-760-4413

2016 Jeju Fringe Festival
A downtown festival of the latest
trends in culture and the arts

Period: Some time in October
Venue: Culture Street in Samdo 2-dong, Jeju
Tel. 064-758-0331
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Period: November 9 - 13
Venues: Seogwipo Agricultural Technology
Center and Citrus Museum
Tel. 064-710-3193

Period: November 11 - 13
Venue: Moseulpo Port
Tel. 064-794-8032

Deoksuri Folkloric Tradition Festival

The 25th Deoksuri Folkloric
Tradition Festival
Take a look the incredible bulmi
handicraft works of Deoksu-ri, made
with steel, fire, and spirit.

2016 Jeju International Citrus Expo
Featuring all types of citrus fruit
from around the world

The 16th Southernmost Amberjack
Festival
Taste the famous amberjacks caught
off Jeju at their freshest and best!

Period: September 30 - October 3
Venue: Chujahang Plaza
Tel. 064-728-4265

September

2016 Jeju International Citrus Expo

October

The 7th Honinji Festival

The 7th Honinji Festival
Dedicated to the theme of the marriage
between Samsin, Founder of Tamna,
and the Princess of Byeoknang
Period: October 29 - 30
Venue: Onpyeong-ri, Seongsan-eup
Tel. 064-760-4273

Udo Seashell Festival
Enjoy the autumn on Udo Island with
its famed conch shells!
Period: Some time in October
Venue: Udo Island
Tel. 064-728-4322

2016 Jeju Fringe Festival

Blue Nights of Jeju
Jeju Special Self-governing Province
blog.naver.com/happyjejudo

You can find everything about Jeju in our blog,
including food, sights, activities, and festivals~!

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/happyjejudo
Twitter https://mobile.twitter.com/happyjejudo
Kakaostory https://story.kakao.com/ch/inusjeju
Instagram https://instagram.com/special_jejudo

Welcome to Jeju
World Natural Heritage Jeju

From the seas and the mountains, renowned in the world,
to the fistful of earth or wildflowers in the forests,
everything about Jeju is the greatest gift nature decided to give to mankind.
One finds the burden of their livelihood lessened as Jeju leaves a smile on one’s lips,
walking its road, climbing its mountains and Oreums, and exploring the islands.
Jeju is the island of healing.

